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ABSTRACT 

This study deals with two varieties of Amharic, namely Gojjam and 

Addis Ababa, in the form of comparison. Its main objective is to 

describe the peculiar linguistic features of Gojjam Amharicat 

phonological, morpho-syntactic and lexical level. To accomplish this 

study, introspection, informant interview and text analysis were used as 

data collection methods. Regarding the phonological aspect, 

strengtheningof consonants, the change of h to k or its deletion, 

insertion of n, palatalization of velar obstruents, and metathesis were 

observed in Gojjam Amharic. With regard to morpho-syntax, converb, 

formation of relative verbs, nominal plural marking, 

progressive/continuous constructions, the marker of indirect objects, 

and the form of certain prepositions and conjunctions display variation 

between Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic. Furthermore, the two 

dialects vary in their lexicon, especially in the nominal domain. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background of the Study 

Dejen, which is the gate to the area where Gojjam Amharic is spoken, is 

a small town at the eastern edge of Gojjam. It is situated approximately 

229 km to the west of Addis Ababa. Dejen consists of two sub-districts 

(kebele), namelyGulele (01) and Arada (02) which are inhabited by 

11,193 people (Regional Communication Affairs Office 2005:3).  

Dejen as a town was founded in 1929 E.C. by Ras Hailu Tekle Haymanot 

(Regional Communication Affairs Office 2005:3). Due to its location at 

the fringes of the Abbay desert, Dejen became a strategic point on the 

long distance trade route between Gondar in the north and the capital 

Addis Ababa. Bandits from different parts of the country frequented its 

surroundings. The various contacts among local inhabitants, traders, 

soldiers, bandits, and so on in Dejen and its surroundings probably 

yielded a specific variety of Amharic, which is known as Gojjam 

Amharic. 

Meyer and Richter (2003:32-33) state that Amharic has served (de facto) 

as lɨssanə nɨgus ‘the king’s language’at the court since the 13th century. 
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Only in the 20th century Amharic became the (de jure) official language 

of the Ethiopian empire by decree.  

Amharic belongs to the Semitic branch of the Afroasiatic language 

phylum. Within Semitic, Amharic belongs to the Ethio-Semitic 

subgroup,and forms together with Argobba,Eastern Gurage and Harari 

the Transversal sub-branch of South Ethio-Semitic(Meyer 2011:1151; 

2006:117).  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Amharic is said to have four main regional varieties, namely Gojjam, 

Gondar, Wello and Shewa, in addition to the standard variety spoken in 

Addis Ababa (Zelealem 2007:449). However, except for a few surveys 

done in the 1960s and 1970s, there is not much information about the 

linguistic features ofthe specific Amharic dialects (cf.Zelealem 2007 for 

an overview of the available literature).This is also true for the Gojjam 

dialect of Amharic.Despite that some of its grammatical features, like 

the use of bare converbs in main clauses and in negation, are frequently 

quoted in the linguistic literature, not much is known about other 

feature of this dialect. Thus, this study attempts to disclose the main 

linguistic peculiarities of the Gojjam Amharic dialect particularly that 

of Dejen, in form of a contrastive survey between the Gojjam and Addis 

Ababa varieties of Amharic. 
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1.3 Objective of the Study 

The general objective of this study is to describe the main linguistic 

features of Gojjam Amharic. This includes the following specific 

objectives: 

 To describe the characteristic phonological features of Gojjam 

Amharic, 

 To describe the characteristic morpho-syntactic features of 

Gojjam Amharic, and 

 To describe the characteristic lexical features of Gojjam 

Amharic. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

This study is believed to extend the basic knowledge of Amharic with 

regard to the Gojjam dialect of Amharic including its phonology, 

grammar and lexicon. By doing so, it contributes to a more accurate 

description and documentation of the Amharic language. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

This study is concerned with the linguistic description of Gojjam 

Amharic in the form of a survey, i.e. it does not aspire to deal with each 

and every aspect of Gojjam Amharic, but only with its most prominent 

features. Furthermore, this study was carried out in Dejen town and its 
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surroundings. Hence, it focuses only on features of the Gojjam Amharic 

dialect spoken in Dejen. 

1.6 Methodology of the Study 

This study is concerned with the linguistic description of Gojjam 

Amharic. It is, thus, qualitative in nature. In order to accomplish the 

objective of this study, the following three data gathering tools were 

used: (i) introspection, (ii) informant interview, and (iii) text analysis. 

Introspection was used as the main method because the researcher is a 

native speaker of Gojjam Amharic. Structured and unstructured 

interviews (see Appendix) were used as a second technique to obtain 

essential information and to verify and extend the findings from 

introspection.  

The researcher interviewed tewelve informants of different age and sex, 

who all were born and grew up in Dejen. Six of the informants, namely 

Ayalew, Kefle and Ismael (three men) were in their 80s, and Merem, 

Hawa and Muluye (three women) were 72 years of age. Three of the 

informants, all men, were between 20 and 64 years of age, namely 

Mossu (30 years old), Yesuf (60 years old) and Berke (35 years old). The 

remaining three male informants were teenagers between 13 and 19 

years of age, namely Ahmed (14 years old), Habtamu (16 years old) and 

Abebe (19 years old). The interviews with the informants were audio 

recorded.  
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After the collection of the data on Gojjam Amharic, the researcher made 

formal interviews with speakers of Addis Ababa Amharic in order to get 

the equivalent data for this variety. Then, the collected data were 

arranged according to linguistic aspects, i.e. phonology, morphosyntax 

and lexicon, for comparison.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Controversy between Language and Dialect 

There is no clear-cut demarcation that distinguishes between language 

and dialect. Consequently, there is always ambiguity in describing the 

exact differences between the two. According to Hudson (1996:32), 

language differs from dialect in terms of size because a language has a 

larger population of speakers than a dialect.Related to this is Haugen’s 

(1966:922-923) observation that a language usually consists of various 

dialects. Hence, a language is a collection of dialects. With this regard, 

using a language means using one of its dialects. Therefore, every 

dialect is a kind of language but not every language is a dialect. The 

language name is the superordinate term while the dialect name is 

always the subordinate term.  

Prestige is another criterion that might determine the difference 

between language and dialect. While language is usually reserved for 

more prestigious varieties, usually with a written standard, dialect is 

linked to various types of informal, lower class or rural speech (Hudson 

1996:32; Chambers and Trudgill 1998:3). Therefore, Wardhaugh 
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(2010:25) considers dialect as an inferior form of communication that is 

equated to a non-standard or substandard variety. 

Edwards (2009:63) states that a dialect is a variety of a language that 

differs from others along three dimensions: vocabulary, grammar and 

pronunciation.Usually, dialects are associated with particular 

geographical regions (McGregor 2009:158).Nevertheless, dialects of the 

same language are said to be mutually intelligible.If two varieties 

arelinguistically very similar and are mutually intelligible, they are 

considered dialects of the same language. Conversely, varieties that are 

linguistically distinct and not mutually intelligible are separate 

languages (Groves 2008:8; Estes 2006:312-313; Hock and Joseph 

1996:324). 

A language, then, is the collection of dialects – whether they are 

standard or non-standard, urban or rural, regional or super-

regional.Different languages differ from each other noticeably in 

phonology, grammar and lexicon.  

Although mutual intelligibility is often considered as the main criterion 

to distinguish between language and dialect, Chambers and Trudgill 

(1998:3-4) observed that this criterion alone is not always sufficient due 

to the political and cultural history of a nation. For instance, though 

Danes, Norwegians and Swedes are able to understand each other, their 

varieties are today separate languages spoken in different countries. In 

a similar vein, politics and religion made Hindi and Urdu, and Serbo-
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Croatian and Bosnian different languages although they are mutually 

intelligible(Wardhaugh 2010:26-29).The inefficiency of mutual 

intelligibility to differentiate language from dialect forces linguists to 

look for additional criteria. Bell (1976) – as quoted in Groves (2008:15) 

– states seven such criteria: standardization, vitality, historicity, 

autonomy, reduction, mixture, and de facto norms: Standardization 

refers to the process by which a language has been codified in some 

way. That process usually involves the development of grammars, 

spelling books, and dictionaries, and possibly a literary 

tradition.Vitality refers to the existence of a living community of 

speakers. This criterion distinguishes languages that are alive from 

those that are dead.Historicity refers to the fact that a particular group 

of people finds a sense of identity through using a particular language 

which belongs to them.Autonomy refers to a situatin when speakers feel 

that a language is different from other languages.Reduction refers to 

the fact that a particular variety may be regarded as a sub-variety 

rather than as an independent entity.Mixture refers to feelings speakers 

have about the purity of the variety they speak.Finally, de facto norms 

refer to the feeling in a speech community that there are good speakers 

and poor speakers of  a language and that the good speakers represent 

the norms of proper usage. 
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2.2 DialectalVariation 

Linguistic variation is a featureof all speech communities, as it is a 

central and inescapable feature of the speech of every community and 

of every individual (Trask 1996:279-281). 

Any speech community is likely to be composed of different social 

groups that communicate with differing versions of the same language 

(or even with separate languages). In this sense, speech varies 

according to the primary group affiliation of the speaker based on social 

reference points such as social class, region, ethnicity, gender, and age. 

These reference points heavily shape the speech of individuals so that 

they inevitably signal their social identity in producing even the most 

banal utterance (Montgomery 2008:123). 

Montgomery(2008:79-80) further states that the extension of a language 

through time and space allows for quite fundamental differences to 

emerge and exist side by side because its speakers may move and settle 

at different places, may shape it to express new experiences, or come in 

contact with speakers of other languages. Therefore, language is 

changing continuously, but at differing rates within the sub-

communities of a certain speech community. This makes dialectal 

differences inevitable. 

According to Meyerhof (2011:27), the following four factors have an 

impact on variation in language use: 
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i. Speakers have a desire to show that they fit together with a 

certaingroup of people but are different from others. 

ii. Speakers are eager to do things that have value in their 

community and associate themselves with those values, i.e. 

speakers have a strong ambition to imitate the speech with the 

greatest value in the society and to reject the speech forms that 

undermine their status. 

iii. Speakers do not liketo do things that are depreciatedin the 

community, i.e. they may feel ashamed if they speak varieties 

without prestige. To escape this negative outlook, they inevitably 

tend to learn the standard or prestigious variety. 

iv. Speakers reflect how other speakers are orienting themselves to 

the concerns in relation to the above three factors and may adjust 

their speech style accordingly. 

McGregor (2009:158) further states that no language with a reasonable 

number of speakers spread over a relatively wide territory will have a 

completely homogenous grammar and lexicon.Variation in 

pronunciation (the levels of phonetics and phonology), grammatical 

structure (the levels of syntax and morphology), vocabulary, semantics, 

and discourse-pragmatics are likely to be associated with different 

regions, which, in turn, may represent different dialects. Consequently, 

a regional variety or dialect is a form of language which conveys 

information about a speaker’s geographical origin via words, 
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grammatical constructions or features of pronunciation which are 

present in some regions and absent in others (cf. Watson 2009:337-

338). 

Dialect diversity develops when people of a certain speech community 

are separated geographically and socially. Within a splitter group of 

speakers which is in contact with speakers of another language, 

changes will be quickly accelerated and spread and are finally acquired 

by children. 

However, when only physical (oceans or mountains) or social (political, 

ethnic, social status or religious group membership) communication 

barriers separate speakers in a speech community linguistic changes do 

not spread so readily. Trask (1996:177) points out that after a long 

period of time the regional varieties of a certain language would 

eventually become so different from each other that they would cease 

to be mutually intelligible. In this case, they are not dialects anymore 

but rather different languages. An example for such a development is 

the Romance languages which all originated in Latin but in the course 

of time and geographical non-connectedness broke down into different 

languages like French, Spanish, Italian, Catalan, etc. 
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2.3 The Role of Amharic as Lingua Franca and Its 

Spread 

It was not an overnight process for Amharic to become a lingua franca, 

but it took several steps. There are many speculations about when and 

where Amharic originated. According to Bender (1983:46), Amharic 

originated due to language contact through the process of pidginization 

and creolization.It was soldiers who invented the first pidgin of 

Amharic and transmitted it to their children as a mother tongue. 

Consequently, Amharic became the common means of communication 

in court and was called lɨssanə nɨgus‘language of the king’. Once it 

functioned as a spoken language, Amharic extended its use to a written 

language (lɨssanə s’ɨhuf‘ language of literature’) in the middle of the 19th 

century and replacedGe’ezin this function. 

Girma(2009:3-5) states that oral traditions, which are closely related to 

the pidgin origin hypothesis,can be considered for the creation of 

Amharic in that some groups of church scholars used Amharic in favor 

of Tigrinya and Ge’ez since Amharic was considered to be easier for 

communication. Hence, they created Amharic from Tigrinya and Ge’ez. 

However, since Amharic belongs to South Ethio-Semitic, but notto 

North Ethio-Semitic to which Tigrinya and Ge’ez belong, the origin of 

Amharic through the process of pidginization in which Tigrinya and 
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Ge’ez were involved is not acceptable. In contrast to the pidgin origin 

hypothesis, Amharic is believed to be a non-pidgin. 

Though Amharic got its name from the place called Amhara, it is 

difficult to conclude that Pre-Amharic or Proto-Amharic-Argobba 

originated in the Amhara province in north-central Ethiopia. Besides, 

the occurrence of Semitic languages and dialects in Harar to the east, in 

Zay in the south,inWello to the northeast, and further north to Shawa is 

no evidence for the claim that Amharic originated in the Amhara 

province, but rather it may indicate that it originated in 

thesouth(Girma 2009:199). 

Amharic started to become a symbol of Ethiopian unification at the time 

of Menelik II, i.e. at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 

century. The status of Amharic increased when it was declared the 

national language of Ethiopia during the reign of Haile Selassie I. 

Consequently, only Amharic was used as the medium of instruction in 

primary education after 1956.Being the de facto and de jure single 

language of instruction, Amharicextended its high prestige during the 

DERG reign, for it was used in the administration and in printed 

materials.Hence, Amharic became the most prestigious and dominant 

language in Ethiopia(Meyer 2011ː119-121). 

Cooper (1976:290-291) claimed that lingua franca, mother tongue and 

superposed variety are the major concepts for analyzing the spread of a 

language. In the first case, lingua franca, a certain language spreads as 
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a second language outside its original speech community. It then 

becomes second language for non-mother tongue speakers, who, 

however, may abandon their actual mother tongue in favor of the new 

language. In short, there is language shift in this case, in which the 

lingua franca is thesuperposed variety. Whenever a language spreads as 

a superposed variety, a diglossic situation will be inevitable. 

Cooper (1976:292-293) mentioned several factors which contributed to 

the spread of Amharic in Ethiopia. Military conquest of the Amhara 

people and their political supremacy is the first factor for the spread of 

Amharic in imperial administration. This was clearly observed during 

the reign of Menelik II when he expanded his territory to other parts of 

Ethiopia. Linguistic diversity in Ethiopia is the second factor for the 

spread of Amharic because it forcedspeakers to find a common 

language. Because Amharic is the language of the politically dominant 

group and has a considerable number of speakers compared to other 

languages, its spread is growing at a high rate as lingua franca in 

Ethiopia. Urbanization, public education, industrialization, mass 

communication and nationalism also have an impact on the spread of 

Amharic. 

2.4 Previous Research on Amharic Dialects 

According to Zelealem (2007:449), Amharic wassaid to be a language 

that has no distinct dialects for a long time. Abraham Demozcan be 
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consideredas a pioneering scholar as he wrote a brief account on the 

peculiar linguistic features of Gondar Amharic in the 1950s (cf. 

Abraham 1955). Subsequent research (Hailu, Getachew and Cowley 

1976; Getachew and Seifu 1976;Getahun 1983; Anbessa 1999) reported 

that Amharic has four regional varieties: Addis Ababa, Gojjam, Shewa 

and Wello spoken in central and northern Ethiopia. With the exception 

of Addis Ababa Amharic, these varieties represent a continuous 

geographical area where Amharic is the native language for most of the 

inhabitants (Meyer 2011:1154). In addition, Amharic also has minor 

varieties in regions like Harar, Jimma, Asella, etc. where it is used as a 

minor language or L2 for official communication (cf. Beniam 2006:31). 

The Addis Ababa variety is taken as the standard, for it is used in mass 

media, in educational books, and in governmental offices. 

Besides geographical variation, Amharic also displays historical and 

social variation. Old Amharic, for instance, probably had a number of 

phonemes which got lost in the course of time, like pharyngeal and 

velar fricatives, or used distinct morphemes in certain morpho-syntactic 

constructions, like the relative marker with imperfective verbs, the 

plural marker, focus marking, etc. (cf. Meyer 2011:1153).  

Amharic also possesses sociolects whose linguistic peculiarities strongly 

correlate with social groups. Takkele (1992:111) mentions that the 

ejective fricative s’ is not an original Amharic phoneme but rather 

borrowed from Geʿez. Speakers who know Geʿez use s’ while other 
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speakers use t’ instead, as in s’əbəl~t’əbəl ‘holy water’. Hence, the 

pronunciation of s’ became a marker of social status. Moreover, some 

occupational or social groups, like merchants or shoe shiners, also 

create their own varieties of Amharic (Meyer 2011ː1155).  

Several studies wereconducted on the Gojjam and Addis Ababa dialects 

of Amharicregarding phonological, grammatical and lexical 

peculiarities.With regard to phonology, the following observations were 

made. Metathesisof ks to sk,t’r to rt’, or fr to rfoccurs in some nouns in 

Gojjam Amharic, as in maskəɲɲo(Addis Ababa Amharic 

maksəɲɲo)‘Tuesday’,mərt’əbija (Addis Ababa Amharic mət’rəbija)‘axe’, 

or sɨrfa/sɨfra(Addis Ababa Amharic sɨfra)‘place’(Anbessa 

1999:259,Leslau 1995:27 and Zelealem 2007:457). Furthermore, the 

voiceless velar obstruents k’and kare palatalized to tʃ’in Gojjam 

Amharic if they are followed by the front vowels i or e,as in (Both in 

Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic k’it’) ‘buttock’, andtʃ’im(Addis Ababa 

Amharick’im)‘grudge’ (Hailu, Getachew and Cowley 1976:93; Leslau 

1995:16; Zelealem 2007:455). The subject suffixes with perfective verbs 

for the 1SG -ku/-huand for the 2SG.M -kɨ/-hɨ optionally start with 

strengthened k or weakened hin Addis Ababa Amharic, whereas in 

Gojjam (and also in Wello) Amharic these suffixes always start with 

h(cf. Getahun 1983:38 and Zelealem 2007:460), as in (1): 
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(1
) 

a
. 

nəggər-hu-
t 

(GA)  b. nəggər-ku-t ~ nəggər-
hu-t 

(Addis 
Ababa) 

  tell\PFV-1SG-OJ.3SG.M    tell\PFV-1SG-OJ.3SG.M     

  ‘I told him’    

 

Regarding grammar, the conditional conjunction and preposition kə-‘if, 

from’in the Addis Ababa dialect is replaced by tə- in Gojjam (and also in 

Wello) Amharic, as in tə-mӓtt’a(Addis Ababa Amharic kə-mətt’a) ‘if he 

comes’ or tə-dəsse(Addis Ababa Amharic kə-dəsse) ‘from Desse’. In 

addition, the temporal conjunctions- ‘while’ of Addis Ababa Amharic is 

alsoreplaced byt- in Gojjam (and also Wello)Amharic, as in 

tɨ-tɨmət’a(Addis Ababa Amharic sɨ-tɨmət’a) ‘while she comes’ (Getahun 

1983:45; Meyer 2011:1155; Zelealem 2007:459).  

The relative clause marker jəmm- for imperfective verbs in Addis Ababa 

Amharic occurs asɨmm- or m- in Gojjam (and Wello)Amharic (Getachew 

and Seifu 1976:116; Getahun 1983:48; Hailu, Getachew and Cowley 

1976:94; Zelealem 2007:463), as in (2): 

(2
) 

a
. 
ɨmm-i-mət’a-w 
m-i-mət’a-w 

(GA)  b. jəmm-i-mət’a-w (Addis 
Ababa) 

  REL-3SG.M-come\IPFV-
OJ.3SG.M 

  REL-3SG.M-come\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M  

  ‘he who is coming’   

Furthermore, bare converbs are used as full verbs in affirmative and 

negative clauses in Gojjam Amharic, as in (3a) and (4a),but this is the 

case neither in Addis Ababa Amharic nor in any other varieties of 
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Amharic (Hailu, Getachew and Cowley 1976:95 and Zelealem 

2007:460): 

(3
) 

a
. 

bəltə-w. (GA)  b. bəltə-w-all. (AA) 

  eat\CNV-3PL    eat\CNV-3PL-AUX.NPST     

  ‘They have eaten.’    

 

(4
) 

a
. 

al-bəlto-m (GA)  b. al-bəlla-m (AA) 

  NEG-eat\CNV-3SG.M-FOC   NEG-eat\PFV.3SG.M-FOC     

  ‘He did not eat/He has not eaten.’ 

In Addis Ababa Amharic, the converb is followed by an auxiliary verb to 

form a main clause verb (Getachew and Seifu 1976:115), as in (3). 

Negated converbs do not exist in Addis Ababa Amharic; instead the 

negated perfective verb is used, as in (4). 

The prefixlə- serves as an indirect object marker in Addis Ababa 

Amharic, but Gojjam Amharicuses the prefix jə-instead (Hailu, 

Getachew and Cowley 1976:96 and Getachew and Seifu 1976:117), 

which also functions as genitive marker in the two Amharic varieties: 

(5
) 

məs’haf-u-
n 

jӓ-lɨʤ-u 
(GA)/ 

lӓ-lɨʤ-u(AA) sӓtt’ӓ-hu-t.       

 book-DEF-
ACC 

DAT-child-DEF DAT-child-DEF give\PFV-1SG-OJ.3SG.M 

 ‘I gave the book to the child.’ 
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The nominal plural marker -ottʃ is used with relative verbsin Gojjam 

Amharic but not in Addis Ababa nor in other varieties of Amharic 

(Getachew and Seifu 1976:116 and Meyer 2011:1155). 

(6
) 

k’ɨddɨm jə-mətt’-
ottʃ(GA)/ 

jə-mətt’-u-t(AA) wəndɨm-ottʃ-
e 

n-
attʃəw. 

 previousl
y 

REL-come\PFV-PL REL-come\PFV-
3PL-DEF 

brother-PL-
POSS.1SG 

COP-3PL 

 ‘Those who came a moment ago are my brothers.’ 

Lexical variations also occur between Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic 

(cf. Getachew and Seifu 1976:119-120 and Zelealem 2007:464-465). 

This study differs from previous works on Amharic in that it focused 

both on speakers of Gojjam Amharic who settle in urban and rural 

areas. What is more, some of the informants were not familiar with 

Addis Ababa Amharic since they lived only in Gojjam areas.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

3 MAIN LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF GOJJAM 

AMHARICASCOMPEARED WITH ADDIS ABABA 

AMHARIC 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the peculiarities of Gojjam 

Amharic (GA) in comparison to Addis Ababa Amharic (AA).For ease of 

description, the Addis Ababa dialect is taken as the standard, while the 

Gojjam dialect represents the object of comparison. The relationship 

between the two dialects is described synchronically, i.e. it does not 

represent diachronic development. 

3.1 PhonologicalVariation 

Gojjam Amharic has a number of phonological features whichare 

distinct from Addis Ababa Amharic. These include the following: 

3.1.1 Strengthening of the Consonantss’, m ,t and p 

The Gojjam variety of Amharic has the tendency to strengthen certain 

consonants as compared with Addis Ababa Amharic. The most 

prominent fortification process involves the alternation between the 

ejective fricative s’ (AA) and the ejective plosive t’ (GA). Less frequently 

strengthening is also observed on m,t and p inAddis Ababa Amharic 
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which might occur in Gojjam Amharic as bor t’and b, respectively. For 

the strengthening of h (AA) to k (GA), see Section  3.1.2. 

Strengtheningof the ejective fricative s’ (AA) to the ejective plosive t’ 

(GA) is a very prominent phonological feature of Gojjam Amharic. This 

process is most frequently observed in nominals, as shown in the 

following table: 

Table 1: Alternation of s’ (AA) and t’ (GA) 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

 Initial  

(a) s’əhaj t’əhaj ‘sun’ 

(b) s’əhafi t’əhafi ‘writer’ 
(c) s’əbaj t’əbaj ‘behavior’ 

(d) s’əgur t’əgur ‘hair’ 

(e) s’əbəl t’əbəl ‘holy 
water’ 

(f) s’ət’t’ɨta  t’ət’t’ɨta ‘silence’ 

(g) s’om t’om ‘fasting’ 

 Medial  
(h) fɨs’s’um fɨtt’um ‘never’ 

(i) məs’haf mət’af ‘book’ 

(j) hɨs’an ɨt’an ‘child’ 

(k) anas’i anat’i ‘carpenter’ 

 Final  

(l) gɨls’ gɨlt’ ‘clear’ 

(m) dɨms’ dɨmt’ ‘voice’ 

 

Beside nominals, the fortification of s’ to t’ is also found with some 

verbs, likes’əlləjə(AA) vs.t’əlləjə(GA)‘pray’, or gəlləs’ə(AA) vs. 

gəllət’ə(GA)‘describe’. 
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Strengtheningof s’ to t’ most frequently occurs word-initially (cf. 

examples a–g in Table 1), but also word-medially (cf. examples h–k in 

Table 1) and word-finally (cf. examples l–m in Table 1) with decreasing 

frequency.In word-finalstrengthening(examples l–m in Table 1), the 

consonantss’~t’occur as second element in the coda of a heavy syllable. 

The strengthening process in Table 1 only shows a tendency, i.e. 

speakers of Gojjam Amharic frequently prefert’ instead of s’. On the 

otherhand, educated and younger speakers of Gojjam Amharic also use 

s’. 

However, there is an exceptional case in which t’ of Addis Ababa 

Amharic becomes s’ in Gojjam Amharic: gəs’ər (GA) vs.gət’ər (AA).This 

distinction is also manifested within Gojjam itself between East and 

West Gojjam, i.e. gəs’ər is used in East Gojjam, whilegət’ər occurs in 

West Gojjam.  

The strengthening of m, t and p (AA) to b,t’ and b (GA) was only 

observed in a few words, like zӓmӓn (AA) vs. zӓbӓn (GA)‘year’(see 

Appendix 3 line 14 and Appendix 4 line 2 and 9), or posta (AA) vs. 

bost’a(GA) ‘letter’ and polis(AA) vs.bolis(GA) ‘policeman’. 

3.1.2 Sound Changes Involving the Fricative h 

In some words, the glottal fricative h in Addis Ababa Amharic may be 

strengthened to k (cf. example (a) in Table 2) or deleted (cf. examples 

(b–d) in Table 2) in Gojjam Amharic: 
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Table 2: Sound Changes Involving the Glottal Fricative h 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

(a) haja kɨja ‘twenty’ 

(b) hagər agər ‘country’ 
(c) hakim akim ‘doctor’ 

(d) məhajjɨm majjɨm ‘illiterate’ 

 

While literate and youngerspeakers of Gojjam Amharicuse the fricative 

h to some extent in their speech, ruralas well asilliteratespeakers of 

Gojjam Amharichardly use it. Hence, the occurrence of h is rare in 

Gojjam Amharic. The loss of h may also occur in Addis Ababa Amharic. 

3.1.3 Insertion of n 

The insertion of the nasal n was observed in Gojjam Amharic in some 

words cases, as in: 

(7) a. agobər(AA) vs. angobər(GA) ‘mosquito 
net’ 

     

 b. baləgara(AA) vs. baləngara(GA) ‘opponent’      

 c. tʃ’əgwarra(AA) vs. tʃ’ənguwarra (GA)  ‘gastric’       

3.1.4 Palatalization 

According to Katamba (1989:86), velar consonants often have a slightly 

palatalized pronunciation when followed by front vowels because the 

tongue is raised towards the hard palate in the production of the 

vowels. While palatalization before the front vowels i and e is almost 
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not audible in Addis Ababa Amharic, it occurs as a prominent 

phonological feature in Gojjam Amharic (and in Wello)(cf. also Hailu, 

Getatchew and Cowley 1976ː91–93; Getahun 1983; Zelealem 2007:455; 

and Meyer 2011:1154).  

Table 3: Palatalization of Velars 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

(a) kiraj kjɨraj ‘rent’ 

(b) geta gjɛta ‘God’ 

(c) məsgid məsgjɨd ‘mosque’ 

(d) k’im tʃ’im ‘grudge’ 
(e) k’itt’a tʃ’itt’a ‘flat bread’ 

(f) k’es tʃ’es ‘priest’ 

(g) k’era tʃ’era ‘place for 
slaughtering’ 

(h) k’et’əma tʃ’et’əma ‘kind of grass’ 

(i) arək’e arətʃ’e ‘traditional alcohol’ 

 

The palatalization triggered by the vowels i and e is realized in two 

separate ways. First, these vowels trigger the palatalization of the 

ejective velar k’ to the ejective alveopalatal tʃ’, as shown in Table 3d–f. 

Second, with the velar plosivesk and g, the vowels i and e only trigger 

the palatal co-articulation of these consonants, i.e. kjand gj andchange 

their vowel quality to ɨ and ɛ, respectively, as shown in Table 3a–c. 

Palatalization also occurs at the junction of morphemes, as in the 

following example: 
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(8) AA bimot         
 GA bjɨmwɛt         
  b-j-mot         
  if-3SG.M-die\PVF         

  ‘if he dies’ 

Furthermore, the palatalization of s to š was observed in a few words, 

like sɨkwar (AA) vs. ʃɨkwar (GA) ‘sugar’, or mist (AA) vs. mɨʃt (GA) ‘wife’. 

In addition, variation is also found between Gojjam and Addis Ababa 

Amharic. Regarding ӡ~dӡ (lɨӡ (GA) vs. lɨdӡ (AA) ‘child’ ,ӡəgna (GA) vs. 

dӡəgna (AA) ‘brave’),z~ӡ (zɨngurgur(GA)vs.ӡɨngurgur(AA)‘gray’), and 

t’~tʃ (t’is) (GA) vs. tʃ’is (AA) ‘smoke’,  t’əmmək’ə (GA) vs. tʃ’əmmək’ə 

(AA) ‘squeez’). 

3.1.5 Metathesis 

Metathesis is another prominent feature of Gojjam Amharic when 

compared with Addis Ababa Amharic. In this process, two consonants 

exchange their positions to one another (see also Zelealem 2007ː457 

from which some of the following examples were taken): 

Table 4: Metathesis 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

 Metathesis of first and second root consonant 

(a) dəggəfə gəddəfə ‘support’ 

(b) sətt’əmə səmmət’ə ‘sink’ 
(c) k’ətt’ələ lətt’ək’ə ‘continue’ 

 Metathesis of consonants of two adjacent onsets 

(d) c̆’ən.k’əllat k’ən.c̆’əllat ‘skull’ 
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 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

 Metathesis of coda and onset consonants of two adjacent 
syllables 

(e) sɨf.ra sɨr.fa(also 
sɨf.ra) 

‘place’ 

(f) kɨb.rit kɨr.bit ‘match’ 

(g) ɨg.ziabher ɨz.gabher ‘God’ 

 

Table 4 shows that metathesis occurs with consonants in verbal roots 

(a–c) as well as in nominal stems (d–g).  

Regarding verbal roots, metathesis occurs with the first and second root 

consonants (like d and g in Table 4a), the second and third root 

consonants (like t’ and m in Table 4b), and also with the first and third 

root consonants (like k’ and l in Table 4c). Note that the gemination of 

the second root consonant is a conjugational feature of the perfective 

aspect but not of the root consonant. 

Regarding nominal stems, metathesis frequently occurs in consonant 

clusters word-medially, in which the coda consonant of the preceding 

syllable comes in contact with the onset consonant of the following 

syllable.In Table 4e–g, the coda consonants in Addis Ababa Amharic, 

i.e. f, b and g, are less sonorous than the following onset consonants, 

i.e. r and z. In Gojjam Amharic, the sonority in the clusters is reversed 

so that the more sonorous consonants precede the less sonorous ones.  

In Table 4d, the metathesis affects the onset consonants of two adjacent 

syllables. 
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3.1.6 Labialization 

Labialization in the form of labial co-articulation in Gojjam 

Amhariccansometimes be observed in words, in which the vowel o is 

preceded by a labial consonant (cf. Hailu,Getachew and Cowley 

1976:92). The labial co-articulation ʷ triggers rounding of the preceding 

labial consonant, whereby the vowel o of Addis Ababa Amharic changes 

to ɛ in Gojjam Amharic, as was also observed in the palatalization of 

velar plosive in Gojjam Amharic triggered by the vowel e (see  3.1.4). 

Table 5: Labialization 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

(a) mot mʷɛt ‘death’ 

(b) moɲɲ mʷɛɲɲ ‘foolish’ 
(c) mofər mʷɛfər ‘part of plow’ 

(d) bozəne bʷɛzəne ‘jobless, idle’ 

3.1.7 Vowel variations 

Variations between Gojjam and Addis Ababa Amharic also occurred at 

vowel level, as in the following examples:hədə (GA)vs.hedə(AA) ‘go’, 

ʃəffonə(GA) vs.ʃəffənə (AA) ‘cover’, lɨkɨso (GA) vs. ləkso (AA) 

‘mourning’, dida (GA)vs.duda (AA) ‘deaf’, dok’et (GA)vs.duk’et (AA) 

‘flour’. 
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3.2 Morpho-Syntax 

3.2.1 Use of the Converb 

In Addis Ababa Amharic, the converb (cf. Leslau 1995: 295;Meyer 

2012:181) is a non-finite verb form which can combine with the 

present-tense auxiliary -all to form a present perfect in main clauses 

(Getatchew and Seifu1973:115), as in the following example: 

(9) t’ətt’ɨtʃe-allə-hu (AA) 

 drink\CNV.1SG-AUX.NPST-1SG          
 ‘I have drunk.’          

The present perfect in (9) contrasts with the perfective in(10) in that it 

refers to situations which were completed in the past but are still of 

relevance at the moment of speech: 

(10) t’ətt’a-hu (AA) 

 drink\PFV-1SG          
 ‘I drank.’          
The perfective in (10) denotes that an activity was completed without 

emphasizing the relevance of this accomplishment to the moment of 

speech.  

The present perfect only occurs in the affirmative. In negation, it is 

replaced by the perfective: 

(11) al-t’ətt’a-hu-m (AA) 

 NEG-drink\PFV-1SG-FOC          
 ‘I did not drink/I have not drunk.’          
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Besides the present perfect, the converb is frequently used as a 

dependent verb form for clause chaining (cf. example (12)) or adverbial 

modification (cf. example (13)): 

(12) bəlɨtʃte t’ətt’ɨtʃte wədə bet-e təməlləs-ku. (AA) 
 eat\CNV.1SG drink\CNV.1S

G 
towards house-

POSS.1SG 
return\PFV-1SG  

 ‘Having eaten and drunk, I returned home.’ 
 
(13) rot’o mətt’a (AA) 

 run\CNV.3SG.M come\PFV.3SG.M         
 ‘He came running.’ 
 

The dependent converb forms only occur in the affirmative; they cannot 

be negated.  

In Gojjam Amharic, in contrast, the bare converb almost replaced the 

perfective in main clauses, i.e. it represents an independent main-clause 

verb. Consequently, sentences like (14) and (15)are ambiguous as they 

can denote a perfective reading (accomplished activity or state) or a 

present perfect (accomplished activity/state which is still of relevance 

at the moment of speech): 

(14) bɨrr sətt’o-ñ (GA) 
 money give\CNV.3SG.M-OJ.3SG.M         

 ‘He gave/has given me money.’ 
 

(15) bɨro hɛdo (GA) 
 office go\CNV.3SG.M         

 ‘He went/has gone to (the) office.’ 
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(16) ɨnnəssu zəfnə-w (GA) 
 3PL sing\CNV-3PL         

 ‘They sang/have sung.’ 
 

Furthermore, the bare converb can also be negated in main clauses in 

Gojjam Amharic by using the prefix al- plus the suffix -m of perfective 

verbs: 

(17) ɨssu al-zəfno-m (GA) 
 3SG.M. NEG-sing\CNV.3SG.M-FOC         

 ‘He has not sung.’ 
 

(18) al-t’ətt’ɨto-m (GA) 
 NEG-drink\CNV-3SG.M-FOC          

 ‘He has not drunk.’          
 

(19) al-mətt’o-m (GA) 
 NEG-come\CNV.3SG.M-FOC  

 ‘He has not come.’ 
 

The use of negated converbs in main clauses is a very typical feature of 

Gojjam Amharic, which does not exist in the Addis Ababa variety 

(Hailu, Getatchew and Cowley 1976ː95; Zelealem 2007ː460). 

Beside its function as a main-clause verb, the converb in Gojjam 

Amharic can also be used as a dependent verb form in clause-chaining 

constructions, as in (20), and for adverbial modification, as in (21): 
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(20) a. bank gəbto bɨrr awt’ɨto jɨ-mməlləs-all (GA) 
  bank enter\ 

CNV.3SG.M 
Money bring_out\ 

CNV.3SG.M 
3SG.M-return\ 
IPFV-AUX.NPST 

  ‘Having entered the bank and taken money from it, he will 

return.’ 

 b. ɨbɛt-u mətt’o mɨsa-wɨ-n (GA) 
  LOC-house-POSS.3SG.M come\CNV.3SG.M lunch-POSS.3SG.M-ACC  

  bəlto wədə sɨra-w hedo  
  eat\CNV.3SG.M towards work-POSS.3SG.M go\CNV.3SG.M 

  ‘Having come home and eaten his lunch,he went to his work.’ 

 c. dəbdabɛ s’ɨfo jəhɨt-u jɨ-lɨk-ɨll-at-all (GA) 
  letter write\CNV. 

3SG.M 
DAT.sister-
POSS.3SG.M 

3SG.M-send\IPFV-OJ.3SG.F-
AUX.NPST 

  ‘Having written a letter, he will send it to his sister.’ 

 

(21) ʃɨtt’o təməlləs-ə        (GA) 
 sell\CNV.3SG.M return\PFV-3SG.M         

 ‘He came back selling.’  

3.2.2 Formation of Relative-Clause Verbs 

Relative-clause verbs in Addis Ababa Amharic are formed from 

perfective verbs by attaching the prefix jə-and from bare imperfective 

verbs by attaching the prefixjəmm-to them: 

(22) jə-hed-u-t         (AA) 
 REL-go\PFV-3PL-DEF     

 ‘they who went’  
 

(23) jəmm-i-hed-u-t        (AA) 
 REL-3PL-go\IPFV-PL-DEF    
 ‘they who (will) go’  
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Gojjam Amharic differs in two respects from Addis Ababa Amharic in 

the formation of relative clause verbs. First, they differ regarding the 

definite marker with perfective relative verbs, which is the suffix -tuin 

Gojjam Amharic instead of Addis Ababa -t: 

(24) a. jə-tət’all-u-tu (GA)  b. jə-tət’all-u-t (AA) 
  REL-fight_each_other\PFV-

3PL-DEF 
   REL-fight_each_other\PFV-

3PL-DEF 
 

   ‘they who fought with each other’ 

 

(25) a. jə-təʃənnəf-u-tu (GA)  b. jə-təʃənnəf-u-t (AA) 
  REL-be_defeated\PFV-3PL-

DEF 
   REL-be_defeated\PFV-3PL-

DEF 
 

    ‘they who were defeated’ 

Second, instead of the 3PL subject marker -u plus definite marker -tu, 

Gojjam Amharic can also use the plural marker -ottʃ(see 28), as in the 

following example: 

(26) jə-sərrək’-ottʃ təjaz-u        (GA) 
 REL-steal\PFV-PL be_caught\PFV-3PL         

 ‘Those who stole were caught.’ 

The use of these two plural markers on relative clause verbs in Gojjam 

Amharic conveys a pragmatic distinction. Relative clause verbs marked 

by the 3PL subject suffix-u plus the definite marker -tuhave specific 

referents known to the speaker, while the use of the plural marker –

ottʃindicates indefinite, unspecific referents.With other subjects, the 
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perfective relative clause verbs are identical in Gojjam and Addis Ababa 

Amharic. 

With regard to relative clause verbs based on imperfective verbs, the 

relative clause prefix jəmm- of Addis Ababa Amharic is replaced by 

ɨm- in Gojjam Amharic (Getatchew and Seifu 1973ː115;Hailu, 

Getatchew and Cowley 1976ː94): 

(29) ɨm-jajə-w ɨsswa-n  nəw (GA) 
 REL-3SG.M-see\IPFV-DEF 3SG.F-ACC COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is she who he looks at.’  
 

(30) jəmm-ij-aj-əw əsswa-n  nəw (AA) 
 REL-3SG.M-see\IPFV-DEF 3SG.F-ACC COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is she who he looks at.’  
 

(31
) 

ɨm-i-hed-əw wədə bet-u  nəw (GA) 

 REL-3SG.M-go\IPFV-DEF towar
d 

house-POSS.3SG.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is his house that he goes to.’ 
 

(32
) 

jəmm-i-hed-əw wədə bet-u  nəw (AA) 

 REL-3SG.M-go\IPFV-DEF towar
d 

house-POSS.3SG.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is his house that he goes to.’ 

Another difference between relative clause verbs in Addis Ababa and 

GojjamAmharic is the optional use of the nominal plural marker –ottʃ 

with 3PL verbs, as shown in the next section. 
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A relative verb can be also formed from a converb in Gojjam Amharic, 

as in the following examples: 

(33
) 

jə-bəlto-t   ɨssu nəw (GA) 

 REL-eat\CNV.3SG.M-DEF 3SG.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is he who has eaten.’ 

 

(34
) 

jə-gədlo-t polis-u nəw (GA) 

 REL-kill\CNV.3SG.M-
DEF 

policeman-DEF.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is the policeman who has killed.’ 

 

(35
) 

jə-t’ətt’ɨto-t ɨssu nəw (GA) 

 REL-drink\CNV.3SG.M-DEF 3SG.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is he who has drunk.’ 

 

(35
) 

jə-tətt’alto ɨssu nəw (GA) 

 REL-quarrel\CNV.3SG.M 3SG.M COP.3SG.M  

 ‘It is he who has quarreled.’ 

3.2.3 Use of the Nominal Plural Marker-ottʃ 

The productive nominal plural morpheme in Addis Ababa and Gojjam 

Amharic is the suffix -ottʃ, which can be attached to any countable 

singular noun to change it into plural, like bet ‘house’ vs. 

bet-ottʃ‘houses’ (AA/GA). However, this morpheme has a wider 
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distribution in Gojjam Amharic, where it is also attached to numerals 

and 3PL relative clause verbs, which is ungrammatical in Addis Ababa 

Amharic (Getatchew and Seifu1973ː116). When the plural suffix -ottʃis 

attached to numerals in Gojjam Amharic, it denotes a partitive (‘X of 

them’, whereby X stands for the numeral), as shown in the following 

examples: 

(37) ammɨst-ottʃ təjɨzə-w        (GA) 

 five-PL be_caught\CNV-3PL         

 ‘Five of them were caught.’ 

 

(38) sost-ottʃ t’əftə-w        (GA) 
 three-PL disappear\CNV-3PL         

 ‘Three of them disappeared.’ 

In Addis Ababa Amharic, in contrast, the definite article -u is used 

instead of the plural marker -ottʃin these constructions: 

(39) ammɨst-u təjaz-u        (AA) 
 five-DEF be_caught\PFV-3PL         

 i. ‘Five of themwere caught.’ 
ii. ‘The five were caught.’ 

 

(40) sost-u t’əff-u        (AA) 
 three-DEF disappear\PFV-3PL         

 i. ‘Three of themdisappeared.’ 
ii. ‘The three disappeared.’ 

 

Note that the Addis Ababa Amharic expressions in (39) and (40) are 

ambiguous between a reading as partitive in (i) or a definite numeral in 
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(ii).The Gojjam Amharic expressions in (37) and (38), in contrast, only 

have a partitive reading.  

Furthermore, the nominal plural marker –ottʃ can be attached to 

relative verbs with a 3PL subject in Gojjam Amharic but not in Addis 

Amharic (cf. Getatchew and Seifu 1973ː116; Hailu, Getatchew and 

Cowley 1976ː96): 

(41) jə-təɲɲ-ottʃ ɨngɨdottʃ nattʃəw       (GA) 

 REL-sleep\PFV-PL guest.PL COP.3PL        

 ‘Those who slept are guests.’ 
 

(42) ɨm-i-sər-ottʃ         (GA) 
 REL-3PL-work\IPFV-PL          

 ‘those who are working’ 

3.2.4 Continuous 

Addis Ababa Amharic has a progressive construction consisting of the 

prefix ɨjjə-attached to a perfective verb which is followed by the 

invariable 3SG.M present-tense copula nəw or the past tense copula 

nəbbər. An identical construction is also found in Gojjam Amharic: 

(43) ɨjjə-hed-ə nəw        (AA/GA) 
 CONT-go\PFV-3SG.M COP.3SG.M         

 ‘He is going.’ 
 

However, the Gojjam Amharic construction displays a number of 

peculiarities not found in Addis Ababa Amharic. First, with 1SG 

subjects, the copula does not occur in the invariable 3SG.M form but 
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also agrees with the subject. However, with all other subjects, the 

invariable 3SG.M copula is used: 

(44) ɨjj-anəbbəb-ku-ɲɲ nəɲɲ (GA) 
 CONT-read\PFV-1SG-OJ.1SG COP.1SG  

 ‘I am reading.’ 
 

(45
) 

wəndɨm-e-n  ɨjjə-məssəl-kə-ɲɲ nəw (GA) 

 brother-POSS.1SG-ACC CONT-appear\PFV-2SG.M-OJ.1SG COP.3SG.M 

 ‘You are looking like my brotherto me.’ 
 

The 1SG copula nəɲɲis not much used in this type of construction in 

Addis Ababa Amharic while it is very common in the Gojjam dialect. 

Furthermore, in Addis Ababa Amharic, the construction ɨjjə- plus 

perfective verb plus copula denotes a progressive, i.e. it only occurs 

with action verbs. In Gojjam Amharic, in contrast, it denotes the 

continuous, i.e.itis also used with stative verbs, as in (45) above and in 

the following examples: 

(46) ɨjjə-tərədda-hu nəɲɲ        (GA) 
 CONT-understand\PFV-1SG COP.1SG         

 ‘I am understanding.’ 
 

(47) ɨjjə-wəddəd-ku-ʃ nəɲɲ        (GA) 
 CONT-love\PFV-1SG-OJ.2SG.F COP.1SG         

 ‘I am (starting) loving you.’ 
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The examples (45–47) are commonly used in Gojjam Amharic to 

describe continuous situations. However, it is ungrammaticalto use 

them in Addis Ababa Amharic in this function. 

3.2.5 Marker of the Indirect Object 

In the dialect of Gojjam, the dativeprefix jə-is used as a marker of the 

indirect object while Addis Ababa Amharic uses the prefixlə- for this 

function (Getatchew and Seifu 1973ː117; Hailu,Getatchew and Cowley 

1976ː96). 

(48
) 

adəra-wɨ-
n 

jabbat-jäw [labbat-jäw 
(AA)] 

adərrəs-
ku 

(GA) 

 vow-DEF-
ACC 

DAT.father-
SNG.DEF 

DAT.father-
SNG.DEF 

bring\PFV-
1SG 

 

 ‘I took the vow to the father.’ 
 

(49
) 

bɨrr-u-n  jəhɨt-wa [ləhɨt-wa(AA)] sɨt’-at (GA) 

 money-DEF-
ACC 

DAT.sister-
POSS.3SG:F 

DAT.sister-
POSS.3SG:F 

give\IMP.2SG
.F-OJ.3SF. 

 

 ‘Give the money to her sister!’ 
 

(50
) 

dəbdabɛ-wɨ-n jə-lɨʤ-u [lə-lɨʤ-
u(AA)] 

anəbbəb-ku-ll-
ət 

(GA) 

 letter-DEF-ACC DAT-child-
DEF 

DAT-child-DEF read\PFV-1SG-
DAT-OJ.3SG.M 

 

 ‘I read the letter to the boy.’ 
 

(51
) 

dabb
o 

jə-lɨʤ-u [lə-lɨʤ-u 
(AA)] 

gəzza-hu-ll-ət (GA) 
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 bread DAT-child-DEF DAT-child-DEF buy\PFV-1SG-DAT-
OJ.3SG.M 

 

 ‘I bought bread for the boy.’ 
 

(52
) 

kwas-u-n jə-lɨʤ-u [lə-lɨʤ-u 
(AA)] 

məlləs-kɨ-ll-ət? (GA) 

 ball-DEF-
ACC 

DAT-child-DEF DAT-child-DEF return\PFV-2SG.M-
DAT-OJ.3SG.M 

 

 ‘Did you return the ball to the child?’ 
 
However, this does not mean that the preposition lə- does not occur in 

Gojjam Amharic at all. Here, the preposition lə- is mainly used to mark 

adjunct noun phrases which modify the purpose or the cause for the 

situation expressed by the main verb, as in the following examples: 

(53
) 

mobajɨl-e-n ɨssu lə-mə-srək’-
u 

t’ɨrɨtt’ɨr jəllə-ɲɲ-ɨm (GA) 

 cell_phone-
POSS.1SG-ACC 

3SG.M for-VN-steal-
POSS.3SG.M 

doubt not_exist.NPST.3
SG.M-OJ.1SG-
NEG 

 

 ‘I have no doubt that he stole my cell phone.’ 
 

(54
) 

lə-gɨtʃ’ɨt-u mə-ffət’ər ɨssu nəw tət’əjjak’i-w (GA) 

 for-conflict-
DEF.M 

VN-
be_created 

3SG.M COP.3SG.M responsible-
DEF.M 

 

 ‘He is responsible for creating the conflict.’ 
 

(55
) 

zəbəɲɲa jə-k’ətt’ər-ku-ll-
ɨh 

lə-dəhnɨnət-ɨh bɨjjɛ nəw (GA) 

 guard REL-hire\PFV-1SG-
for-OJ.2SG.M 

for-security-
POSS.2SG.M 

say\CNV.
1SG 

COP. 
3SG.M 

 

 ‘I hired the guard for your security.’ 
 

(56 ɨras-ɛ-n lə-matrəf s-ɨ-l nəw jə-gəddəl-ku- (GA) 
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) t 
 self-

POSS.1SG-
ACC 

for-
VN.Rescue 

while-1SG-
say\IPFV 

COP. 
3SG.M 

REL-kill\PFV-
1SG-OJ.3SG.M 

 

 ‘I killed him for rescuing myself.’ 

3.2.6 Conjunctionss- ~ t-‘while’ and kə- ~ tə-‘if, when’ 

In Addis Ababa Amharic, the construction consisting of the temporal 

conjunction s- plus an imperfective verb denotes simultaneity, while 

kə- plus a perfective verb expresses a real condition. 

(57) s-i-mət’a (AA) 
 while-3SG.M-come\IPFV  

 ‘while he comes’ 
 

(58) kə-mətt’a (AA) 
 if-come\PFV.3SG.M  

 ‘if he comes’ 
 

In Gojjam Amharic, the conjunctions-with imperfective verbs means 

‘while’, and tə-with perfective verbs means ‘if, when’: 

(59) s-i-mət’a (GA) 
 while-3SG.M-come\IPFV  

 ‘while he comes’ 
 

(60) tə-mətt’a (GA) 
 if-come\PFV.3SG.M  

 ‘if he comes’ 
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3.2.7 Preposition bə- ~ɨ -‘in, on’ and kə- ~ tə-  ‘from’ 

Getahun (1983:44-45) observed that the two prepositionsbə- ‘in, on’ and 

kə- ‘from’ are commonly used in Addis Ababa.The preposition bə- is 

used to indicate location and is often followed by the postpositionslay 

‘top’ orwɨst’‘inside’ to differentiate between the meanings ‘on’ and ‘in’, 

respectively. 

In Gojjam Amharic, the preposition bə- is replaced by ɨ-, which, 

however, might also be used in Addis Ababa Amharic in the same 

function: 

Table 6: Preposition bə-~ɨ-‘in, on’ 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

(a) bə-/ɨ-sat’ɨnuwɨst ɨ-sat’ɨnuwɨst ‘in the box’ 

(b) bə-/ɨ-səmay lay ɨ-səmay lay ‘on the sky’ 

(c) bə-/ɨ-kisuwɨst ɨ-kɨsuwɨst ‘in his pocket’ 

(d) bə-/ɨ-rasu lay ɨ-rasu lay ‘on his head’ 

(e) bə-/ɨ-ʤorow lay ɨ-ʤorow lay ‘on his ear’ 

 

Thus, while in Addis Ababa the two preposition bə- and ɨ- can be used 

alternatively, in Gojjam Amharic only the preposition ɨ-is used. In the 

Wello dialect of Amharic, the preposition ɨ- is also used instead of 

bə- (cf.Getahun 1983:44). 

Regarding the prepositionkə- ‘from’, it is usually replaced by tə- in 

Gojjam Amharic, whereby the use of kə- is also possible here: 

(61) kə-gəbəja mətt’a        (AA) 
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 from-market come\PFV.3SG.M         

 ‘He came from the market.’ 
 

(62) kə-bankbet wətt’u        (AA) 

 from-bank exit\PFV.3PL         
 ‘They came out of the bank’ 
 

(63) tə-/kə-gəbəja mətt’a        (GA) 
 from/from-market come\PFV.3SG.M         

 ‘He came from the market.’ 
 

(64) tə-/kə-bank bet wətt’-u        (GA) 

 from/from-bank exit\PFV-3PL         
 ‘They came out of the bank’ 
 

The alternation tə-~kə- in Gojjam Amharic seems only to occur with 

locative expressions. In time expressions, only the preposition tə- ‘from’ 

is used, as in tə-tǝnant wədija (GA) vs. kə-tǝnant bəstija (AA) ‘the day 

before yesterday’. 

3.3 Lexical differences between Gojjam and Addis 

Ababa Amharic 

Lexical variation plays a major role for the distinction between Gojjam 

Amharic and Addis Ababa Amharic. There are manyexamples for lexical 

differences between the two; some of them are given in the following 

table: 
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Table 7: Lexical Variation between Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic 

 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

Nouns(objects)       

(1) akɨnnbalo  mugəd ‘oven cover’ 
(2) mäsöb  mwɛhädo ‘container for storing local 

bread’ 

(3) sɨni  fɨnʤal ‘cup’ 

(4) bila  Karra ‘knife’ 

(5) tʃ’ube  sənt’i ‘small knife’ 

(6) zənəzəna  muk’ətʃ’tʃ’a 
gɨlgəl 

‘pestle’ 

(7) ɨnsɨra madinga ‘pot’ 

(8) mədərdərija  gɨrgɨj ‘traditional shelf’ 

(9) rəkəbot  gənda ‘small coffee table’ 

(10) məwərwərij
a  

məzzagija ‘instrument to close adoor’ 

(11) mət’rəbija  mɨssar ‘axe’ 

(12) tʃ’ɨlfa  fəlana ‘spoon’ 
    

 Nouns (clothes)       

(13) nət’əla  kuta ‘traditional clothes’ 

(14) ssuri  bwɛlale ‘trousers’ 

(15) bɨrd lɨbs kwɛbərta ‘blanket’ 

(16) wɨst’ suri, 
pant  

mutant ‘pants’ 

 Nouns (food and drinks)       

(17) att’mit  muk’ ‘drink prepared from flour’ 

(18) k’arija k’et’o ‘green papper’ 

(19) arera wəgəmit ‘whey’ 

(20) ʃənkora agəda ‘sugar cane’ 

(21) t’əlla k’itt’a  abʃɨlo ‘mash for making local beer’ 

(22) tʃ’äw  aʃabo ‘salt’ 

 Nouns (money)       
(23) hamsa ʃɨlɨng ‘fifty-cent coin’ 
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 Addis Ababa Gojjam Gloss 

santim  

(24) assɨrbɨrr bawɨnd ‘ten birr’ 

(25) hajaammɨsts
antim  

sɨmuni, 
mezzo 

‘twenty-five-cent coin’ 

 Nouns (humans and animals)      

(26) hɨs’an  mwɛssa ‘baby’ 
(27) lɨʤ gubɨl ‘child’ 

(28) lɨbs səfi məkɨna səfi ‘tailor’ 

(29) ajɨt’  sərt’it ‘rat’ 

(30) ɨnk’urarit gurt’  ‘frog’ 

 Nouns (others)       

(31) k’ɨrtʃ’a  fɨrida ‘system of sharing cow’s meat’ 

(32) məngəd gwədana ‘street’ 

(33) məbrat korrənti ‘light’ 
(34) tt’ara bat’ ‘roof’ 

(35) kuʃna  madbɛt ‘kitchen’ 

 Verbs and verbal nouns       

(36) kojjɨto sənbɨto ‘staying for a long period of 
time’ 

(37) məmtat mələggat ‘to hit’ 

(38) mək’ənnəs mək’ənəf ‘to minimize’ 
(39) mədəkkər  mət’rəs ‘traditional way of dancing’ 

(40) aʃʃɨgəw ləbbɨdəw ‘cover it!’ 

(41) k’əlak’ləw  ammataw ‘mix it!’ 

(42) zorbəl  təkəl/kɨla ‘go away!’ 

(43) gɨba  zɨlək’ ‘enter!’ 

 Adjectives       

(44) tɨnnʃ ɨnbutt’a ‘small’ 

(45) moɲɲ zɨnk’ul ‘foolish’ 
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As Table 7 indicates,the majority of lexical differences between Addis 

Ababa and the Gojjam Amharic is found with nouns (cf.examples 1-35), 

followed by verbs (cf. examples 36-43), and adjectives (cf. examples 44-

45).The nouns in Table 7 express various meanings, i.e. objects (cf.1-

12), clothes (cf.13-16), foods and drink types (cf.17-22), money items 

(cf.23-25), humans and animals (cf.26-30) and others (cf.31-35). These 

semantics differences usually belong to the cultural not to the basic 

vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 SUMMARY 

This chapter provides a summary on the major linguistic aspects of 

Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic. 

Variation between Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic can be observed at 

phonological, morpho-syntactic and lexical levels. At the phonological 

level, Gojjam Amharic shows variation from Addis Ababa Amharic in 

terms of consonant strengthening of s’ to t’, and less frequent m to b 

and t to t’. The fricative h in some (but not all) lexical items of Addis 

Ababa is either strengthened to k or deleted in Gojjam Amharic. 

Insertion of the alveolar nasal n also occurs in Gojjam Amharic. Beside 

metathesis of consonants in root and stem morphemes, palatalization of 

velar consonants preceding the front vowels e and i is common in 

Gojjam Amharic.  

Regarding the morpho-syntactic variation between Addis Ababa and 

Gojjam Amharic, the different uses of the converb is most prominent. 

The bare converbis used as a main clause verb in the affirmative and 

negative in Gojjam Amharic but not in Addis Ababa Amharic, where it 

only occurs in the affirmative and must be accompanied by auxiliary 

verbs in main clauses to form the perfect. Both dialects use converbs as 
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dependent verb form inclause-chaining constructions and for adverbial 

modification.  

Regarding relative clauses, the two varieties also show variation. In the 

perfective aspect, Addis Ababa Amharic uses the suffix -u as an 

agreement marker for 3PL subjects, but in Gojjam Amharic either the 

suffix –u or the nominal plural marker –ottʃ is used instead. In the case 

of verbs based on the imperfective aspect, their relative clause marker 

is jəmm- in Addis Ababa Amharic but ɨmm- in Gojjam Amharic; the 

variant ɨmm- that was mentioned as a feature of Gojjam Amharic in 

previous studies (see Section  2.4) could not be found. 

Variation is also observed in the useof the nominal plural marker –ottʃ. 

While Gojjam Amharic uses it for marking nominal plural number and 

3PL subjects with relative clause verbs, inAddis Ababa Amharic, it is 

only used to mark plural number with countable noun. To express 

thepartitive, Addis Ababa Amharic uses the definite article-uattached to 

numerals, while Gojjam Amharicattaches the plural suffix–ottʃ to them.  

Furthermore, Addis Ababa Amharic attachesthe prefix ɨjjə-only to active 

perfective verbs followed by the invariable 3SG.M copula to express 

theprogressive. In Gojjam Amharic, the prefix ɨjjə- can also be attached 

to stative verbs so that it denotes a continuative, not a progressive. 

Furthermore, the copula in this construction agrees with 1SG subjects 

but is the invariable 3SG.M with all other subjects.  
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The indirect object marker is the dative prefixlə- in Addis Ababa 

Amharic but the dative prefix jӓ- in Gojjam Amharic.  

Lexical variation – mainly in the nominal domain –also plays a key role 

for differentiating between Addis Ababa and Gojjam Amharic. 

As Gojjam Amharic has plenty of linguistic features, this study only 

focused on the major ones. There may be additional features that still 

have to be described.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: GENERAL QUESTIONS TOINFORMANTS 

In order to show the linguistic variation which prevails between Addis 

Ababa and Gojjam Amharic, the researcher asked the following 

questions tospeakers of both dialects in Amharic and translated them 

into English. 

 
Questions for teenager interviewees 

1.ስ ም  – 

Name 

2.የ ት ውል ድ  ቦ ታ  – 

Where haveyou been born? 

3.የ ት ምህ ር ት  ደ ረ ጃ  – 

Educational background 

4. ስ ን ት  አ ይ ነ ት  ቋ ን ቋ  ት ና ገ ራ ለ ህ /ት ና ገ ሪ ያ ለ ሽ  – 

How many languages do you speak? 

5. ሌ ላ  ቋ ን ቋ  የ ሚነ ገ ር በ ት  አ ገ ር  ኑ ረ ህ  ታውቃ ለ ህ /ታውቂ ያ ለ ሽ  –

Have you ever lived in a country where other languagesare spoken? 

6.ት ር ፍ  ጊ ዜ ህ ን /ሽ ን  በ ምን  ታሳ ል ፋ ለ ህ /ታሳ ል ፊ ያ ለ ሽ  – 

How do you spend your free time? 
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Questions for adult interviewees 

1. ስ ም  – 

Name 

2.የ ት ውል ድ  ቦ ታ  – 

Where have you been born? 

3.የ ት ምህ ር ት  ደ ረ ጃ  – 

Educational background 

4. ስ ን ት  አ ይ ነ ት  ቋ ን ቋ  ት ና ገ ራ ለ ህ /ት ና ገ ሪ ያ ለ ሽ  – 

How many languages do you speak? 

5. ሌ ላ  ቋ ን ቋ  የ ሚነ ገ ር በ ት  አ ገ ር  ኑ ረ ህ  ታውቃ ለ ህ /ታውቂ ያ ለ ሽ  – 

Have you ever lived in a country where other languagesare spoken? 

6.አ ግ ብ ተ ሀ ል /ሻ ል  – 

Are you married? 

7.ካ ገ ባ ህ /ሽ  በ ት ዳ ር ህ /ሽ  ላ ይ  የ ገ ጠመህ /ሽ  ች ግ ር  ካ ለ  – 

If you are married, are there any problems that you have faced? 

8.በ ህ ይ ዎ ት ህ /ሽ  የ ገ ጠመህ /ሽ  አ ስ ደ ሳ ች ም  ይ ሁን  አ ሳ ዛ ኝ  ገ ጠመኝ  

ካ ለ ህ /ሽ  – 

Is there any goodor sorrow thing in your life? 

9.በ ምን  አ ይ ነ ት  የ ስ ራ  ዘ ር ፍ  ት ተ ዳ ደ ራ ለ ህ /ት ተ ዳ ደ ሪ ያ ለ ሽ  – 

What is your job? 
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Questions for old interviewees 

1.ስ ም  – 

Name 

2.የ ት ውል ድ  ቦ ታ  – 

Where wereyou born? 

3.የ ት ምህ ር ት  ደ ረ ጃ  – 

Educational background? 

4. ስ ን ት  አ ይ ነ ት  ቋ ን ቋ  ይ ና ገ ራ ሉ  – 

How many languages do you speak? 

5. በ ስ ን ት  አ መት ዎ  ት ዳ ር  ያ ዙ  – 

How old were you when you married? 

6. ሌ ላ  ቋ ን ቋ  የ ሚነ ገ ር በ ት  አ ገ ር  ኑ ረ ው ያ ውቃሉ  – 

Have you ever lived in a country where other languagesare spoken? 

7. በ ህ ይ ዎ ት ዎ  የ ገ ጠመዎ  አ ስ ደ ሳ ች ም  ይ ሁን  አ ሳ ዛ ኝ  ገ ጠመኝ  ካ ለ ዎ  –

Isthere any goodor sorrow thing that you faced in your life? 

8.በ ምን  አ ይ ነ ት  የ ስ ራ  ዘ ር ፍ  ይ ተ ዳ ደ ሩ  ነ በ ር  – 

What was your job? 
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APPENDIX 2: GRAMMAR TASKS 

1.የ ሰ ር ጉ  ዘ ፋ ኙ  ዘ ፈ ነ  እ ን ዴ  ( 

Has the singer sung in the wedding)? 

__________________አ ል ዘ ፍ ኖ ም (ጎ ጃ ም )         

__________________አ ል ዘ ፈ ነ ም (አ አ ) 

 

2.እ ን ግ ዳ ው ከ ጠላ ው ጠጣ  ወ ይ  (Has the guest drunk from traditional beer)? 

______________________አ ል ጠጥ ቶ ም (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

______________________አ ል ጠጣም (አ አ ) 

 

3.አ በ በ  ከ ሄ ደ በ ት  መጣ  እ ን ዴ  ( 

Has Abebe come from where he had gone)? 

_________________________አ ል መጦም (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

_________________________አ ል መጣም (አ አ ) 

 

4.እ ነ ማን  ና ቸ ው የ ታ ሰ ሩ ት  ( 

Who were arrested)? 

_________________________የ ተ ጣሎቹ (ጎ ጃ ም )_________________________

የ ተ ጣሉ ት (አ አ ) 
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5. ለ ግ ጭቱ  መን ስ ኤ  ማነ ው ተ ጠያ ቂ ው (Who were responsible for the 

conflict)? 

___________________________የ ተ ሸ ነ ፎ ቹ (ጎ ጃ ም )      

___________________________የ ተ ሸ ነ ፉ ት (አ አ ) 

 

 

6.ማን ን  እ ያ የ  ነ ው (Who is he looking at)? 

____________________ሚያ የ ው እ ሱ ን  ነ ው(ጎ ጃ ም ) 

____________________የ ሚያ የ ው እ ሱ ን  ነ ው(አ አ ) 

 

7. ወ ዴት  እ የ ሄ ደ ች  ነ ው (Where she is going to)? 

__________________ምት ሄ ደ ው ወ ደ  ባ ን ክ  ነ ው(ጎ ጃ ም ) 

__________________የ ምት ሄ ደ ው ወ ደ  ባ ን ክ  ነ ው(አ አ ) 

 

8. ስ ን ቶ ቹ  ተ ያ ዙ  (How many of them were caught)? 

_______________________አ ምስ ቶ ች (ጎ ጃ ም )_______________________አ ም

ስ ቱ (አ አ ) 

 

9. ስ ን ቶ ቹ  ጠፉ  (How many of them disappeared)? 

____________________________ሶ ስ ቶ ች (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

____________________________ሶ ስ ቱ (አ አ ) 
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10.እ ነ ማን  ና ቸ ው የ ተ ያ ዙ ት  (Who have been caught)? 

__________________________የ ሰ ረ ቆ ች (ጎ ጃ ም )    

__________________________የ ሰ ረ ቁ ት (አ አ ) 

 

11. አ ደ ራ ውን  ለ ማን  ነ ው ያ ደ ረ ስ ከ ው ( 

For whom you took the vow)? 

__________________________የ አ ባ ት የ ው(ጎ ጃ ም ) 

__________________________ለ አ ባ ት የ ው(አ አ ) 

 

12. ብ ሩ ን  ለ ማን  ነ ው የ ሰ ጠከ ው (For whom you gave the money)? 

___________________________የ ደ ላ ላ ው(ጎ ጃ ም ) 

____________________________ለ ደ ላ ላ ው(አ አ ) 

 

13. ለ ማን  ነ ው ደ ብ ዳ ቤውን  ያ ነ በ ብከ ው (For whom you read the letter)? 

______________________________የ ል ጁ (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

______________________________ለ ል ጁ (አ አ ) 

 

14. ለ ማን  ነ ው ዳ ቦ  የ ገ ዛ ች ው (For whom she bought bread)? 

_________________________የ እ ን ግ ዳ ው(ጎ ጃ ም ) 

_________________________ለ እ ን ግ ዳ ው(አ አ ) 

 

15.ከ ት ምህ ር ት  ቤ ት  ስ ት መጣ  አ ይ ተ ሀ ት  ነ በ ር  ( 
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Did you see her whileshe came from school)? 

____________________________ት ት መጣ  አ ላ የ ሁት ም (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

_____________________________ስ ት መጣ (አ አ ) 

16. ከ እ ን ግ ሊዝ  ፕ ር ሚየ ር ሊግ  ቡድ ኖ ች  የ ማን  ደ ጋ ፊ  ነ ህ /ሽ  (Which 

team would you support from premier league club)? 

____________________________የ አ ር ሰ ና ል  ገ ዳ ፊ (ጎ ጃ ም ) 

____________________________የ አ ር ሰ ና ል ደ ጋ ፊ (አ አ ) 
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APPENDIX 3: TEXTS 

TEXT 1: MARRIAGE OF MY MOTHER 

(1)አ ባ ት ህ ሲያ ገ ባ ኝ አ ን ድባ ለ ገ መድአ ሰ ፍቶ አ ባ ቴደ ሞየ ሀ በ ሻ ቀሚስ የ ህ ቴቢሰ ራላ ት እ

ኔ ነ ኝ የ ምለ ብሰ ውብዬ አ ለ ቀ ስ ኩኝ ።

(2)«ተምታለ ቅ ሽ »ተብዬ እ ስ ዋ እ ያ ለ ቀ ሰ ች የ ስ ዋ ን ቀሚስ ተ ሰ ጠሁ፣ ወዲያ ውባ ልመጣ።

(3)እ ሱያ መጣውያ ች ን ሙሉሽ ን ሽ ን «ጉ ድ»ተብላ ተቀ ጥራእ ሱባ ለ ገ መድቢያ መጣ«እ ን ዲህ ያ

ለ አ መጣ»ተብሎሰ ዉተደ ነ ቀ ።

(4)አ ን ድሱሪ አ ን ድኩታድር በ ድር ና ትያ ች ን ለ ብሼበ ኮ ር ቻበ ቅ ሎተ ሰ ቅ ዬመኪና አ ይ ገ ባ መ

ጣሁ።

(5)እ ዚህ ስ መጣየ ሹፌር ሚስ ት ና ቸውዝን ጉ ር ጉ ር ቀሚስ ለ ብሰ ውሲመጡ«እ ን ደ ዚያ ያ ለ ታልተ

ገ ዛ ል ኝ »ብዬ አ ለ ቀ ስ ኩ። (6)እ ሱደ ሞ«ምን ድን ነ ውእ ን ዲህ እ ምታቀ ብጫት ? 

ይህ ን የ መጣላ ት ን ና የ ተጣለ ላ ት ን ትል በ ስ እ ን ጅአ ሁን ብር የ ለ ኝ ም፣

አ ላ ሰ ፋም»ሲል «ልጄማአ ታለ ቅ ስ ም»ተብዬ እ ን ደ ነ ዚያ የ ሹፌሮችሚስ ት እ ን ደ ለ በ ሱትተ ሰ

ፋልኝ ፣ «ጫማግ ዙልኝ »አ ልኩና ተ ገ ዛ ል ኝ ።

(7)ያ ን ን ለ ብሼለ ሁለ ተኛመልስ ስ ሄ ድ«ምን እ ድል ነ ውተመግ ባ ት ሽ ይሄ ቀ ረ »ሳ ይል «እ ን ዲ

ህ አ ር ጎ ያ ሰ ፋል ሽ ሳ ይቆ ሽ ሽ ሳ ያ ረ ጅ»ተ ባ ልኩ፣

«እ አ ሁን ምአ ሰ ፋለ ሁባ ይ ነ ት ነ ውልብስ እ ዚያ አ ገ ር ያ ለ «ምረ ጭ»ተብዬ ነ ውየ ተ ሰ ፋል ኝ »

አ ልኩ።

(8)ኖ ር ኩኖ ር ኩዝምብዬ ተዚያ ይ ዞ ልብስ ይመጣልማሰ ፋትይመጣልማሰ ፋት እ ሱያ መጣልኝ ን

ብቻመልበ ስ እ ን ደ ሰ ውመር ጨአ ልለ ብስ ም።

(9)ስ ለ ብስ ስ ለ ብስ አ ን ዲት ጓ ደ ኛ ዬ «አ ን ቺደ ሞዘ ወት ር አ ን ድአ ይ ነ ትልብስ ነ ውየ ምት ለ ብ

ሽ ውለ ምን ድን ነ ውየ ማትሸ ሻ ይ »አ ለ ች ኝ ። (10) 

«ሻ ሽ ሽ አ ረ ን ገ ዴቀሚስ ሽ አ ረ ን ገ ዴአ ን ድአ ይ ነ ትምን ድን ነ ውበ ቅ ያ ሪ መልበ ስ ነ ውእ ን ጅ»

ስ ት ለ ኝ እ ኔ «ሱቅ ሂ ጄአ ልመር ጥእ ሱያ መጣልኝ ን «እ ምቢ»አ ልል ያ መጣልኝ ን ያ ምቢሆን ያ ም

ቢሆን እ ለ ብሳ ለ ሁኝ »እ ያ ልኩኖ ር ኩ(11)አ ሁን እ ን ዲህ ያ ለ ውዘ በ ን መጦባ ይ ነ ትባ ይ ነ ት «

ያ ሻ ሽ ሽ አ ን ድአ ይ ነ ት ቀሚስ ሽ አ ን ድአ ይ ነ ት »የ ተ ባ ልኩትቀ ር ቶ አ ን ድኪያ ቀሚስ ይሆና ል
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ያ ለ ኝ «የ ት ኛውን ልል በ ስ »እ ያ ልኩእ ን ጎ ለ ላ ለ ሁ።

(12)እ ና ግ ን እ ን ዲህ በ መካ ከ ሉሰ ዎች «አ ሰ ፊ »ቢሉኝ እ ኔ ስ «ወየ ውይች ን ለ ብሼጨር ሻ ት የ ዚ

ች እ ድሜአ ግ ኝ ቼ »ብዬ ተመኘሁ፣ የ ዚች እ ድሜምአ ገ ኘሁ።  

 

(1
) 

abbat-ɨh s-ij-agǝba-ɲɲ and balǝ-gəməd asəfto 

 father-
POSS.2SG.M 

when-SJ.3SG.M-
marry\IPFV-OJ.1SG 

one with-halter1 sew\CNV.3SG.M 

 jə-habəʃa k’əm
is 

jəhɨt-e b-i-səra-ll-at ɨne nəɲɲ 

 DAT/GEN-
Habesha 

dress DAT/GEN.sister-
POSS.1SG 

if-SJ.3SG.M-
work\IPFV-BEN-
3SG.F 

1SG COP.1SG 

 jəmm-ɨ-ləbs-əw bɨjje aləkk’əs-ku-ɲ 
 REL-SJ.1SG-wear\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M say\CNV.1SG cry\PFV-SJ.1SG-OJ.1SG 

 ‘When your father married me, he sewed a Habesha dress with a 
halter top for my sister. Whenhe did so, I was crying because I 
thought that I am the one who will wear it.’ 

 

(2) «tə-mmɨ-t-
alək’ʃ» 

təbɨjje ɨsswa ɨjj-aləkk’əs-
əttʃ 

jəsswa-n 

 ABL-REL-2SG.F-
cry\IPFV.2SG.F 

be_said\  
CNV.1SG 

3SG.F CONT-cry\PFV-
3SG.F 

DAT/GEN.3SG.F-ACC 

 k’əmi
s 

təsətt’ə-hu – wədijaw bal mətt’a  

 dress be_given\PFV-1SG immediately husband come\PFV.3SG.M  

 ‘Fearing my vow (lit. “From your crying” I was said), her dress was 
given to me while she was crying. Then immediately the husband 
came.’ 

                                         

1 Women’s dress with a halter-top.  
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(3
) 
ɨssu j-amətt’a-w ja-ttʃɨ-n mulu ʃɨnʃɨn «gud» təbla 

 3SG.M REL-bring\PFV. 
3SG.M-DEF.M 

DST-F-ACC full pleat oh_no be_said\ 
CNV.3SG.F 

 tək’ət’ra ɨssu  balə-gəməd  b-ij-amət’a «ɨnd-ih   j-allə 
 be_counted\

CNV.3SG.F 
3SG.M with_halter if-3SG.M-

bring/IPFV 
like-PRX REL-exist.PFV. 

3SG.M 

 amətt’a» təblo səw-u tədənnək’-ə 
 bring\PFV.3G.M be_said\CNV.3SG.

M 
people-DEF.M marvel\PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘What he brought was that pleated skirt (lit. that one full of 
pleat)which was considered with amazement, and when he 
brought that with a halter-top, the people marvelled and said, “He 
brought something like this!”’ 

 

(4) an
d 

suri and kuta – dɨr bə-dɨr nat – 

 one trouse
r 

one thick_robe
2 

woven_fabric INST-
woven_fabric 

COP.3SG.F 

 ja-ttʃɨ-n ləbɨʃʃe bə-
korɨttʃa  

bək’lo təsək’ɨjje – 

 DST-F-
ACC 

wear\CNV.1S
G 

LOC-saddle       mule be_mounted\CNV.1SG 

 məkina a-j-gəba – mətt’a-hu 
 car NEG-3.SG.M-enter\IPFV come\PFV-1SG.F  

 ‘I put on one trousers, one thick robe – which was made from woven 
fabric – and that [dress with a halter-top], and came (here), 
mounted in the saddle of a mule – because cars could not enter.’ 

 

                                         

2 A kuta is a traditional garment made from string. 
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(5) ɨ-zzih s-ɨ-mət’a  jə-ʃufer mis
t 

nattʃəw zɨngurgur 

 LOC-
PRX 

when-1SG-come\IPFV GEN-driver  wife COP.3PL multicolored 

 k’əmi
s 

ləbsə-w s-i-mət’u «ɨndə-
zzija 

jallə 

 dress wear\CNV-3PL when-3PL-
come\IPFV.PL 

like-DST REL-
exist\PFV.3SG.M 

 t-al-təgəzza-llɨ-ɲɲ!» bɨjje aləkk’əs-ku 
 iff-NEG-be-_bought\PFV.SJ.3SG.m-BEN-

OJ.1SG 
say\CNV.1SG cry\PFV.1SG 

 ‘When I came here, [there was] the wife of a driver who came 
wearing a multicolored dress. I thought, “If I only also could get 
such a thing!” (lit. I saying, “If such a thing is not bought for 
me”).’ 

 

(6) ɨssu dəmmo «mɨndɨ
n 

nəw ɨnd-ih ɨmɨ-t-ak’əbbɨtʃ’-at? 

 3SG.M again what COP. 
3SG.M 

like-PRX REL-SJ.3SG.F-
make_be_restive\IPFV-
OJ.3SG.F 

 jɨhɨ-n jə-mətt’a-ll-atɨ-n ɨnna jə-tət’al-ə-ll-atɨ-n 
 PRX-

ACC 
REL-
come\PFV.SJ.3SG.M-
BEN-OJ.3SG.F-ACC 

and REL-be-thrown\PFV-SJ.3SG.M-BEN-
OJ.3SG.F-ACC 

 tɨ-lbəs ɨnʤ
ɨ 

ahu
n 

bɨrr jəllə-ɲɲɨ-m 

 3SG.F-wear/JUSS but now money not_exit\PFV.SJ.3SGM-OJ.1SG-
FOC 

 a-l-asəfa-m» s-i-l «lɨʤ-e-ma 
 NEG-1SG-sew\IPFV-

FOC 
when-3SG.M-say\IPFV child-POSS.1SG-FOC 

 a-tt-alək’sɨ-
m» 

təbɨjjə  ɨndə-nnə-zzija jə-ʃufer-ottʃ  mist 

 NEG-3SG.F-
cry\IPFV-FOC 

be_said\CNV.1SG like-APL-DST GEN-driver-PL wife 
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 ɨndə-ləbbəs-u-
t  

təsəffa-ll-ɨɲɲ «tʃ’ama gɨzu-ll-ɨɲɲ!» 

 like-wear\PFV-
SJ.3PL-OJ.3SG.M 

be_sewn\PFV.SJ.3SG.
M-BEN-OJ.1SG 

shoes buy\JUSS.SJ.2PL-BEN-
OJ.1SG 

 al-ku-nna təgəzza-ll-ɨɲɲ. 
 say\PFV-1SG-and be_bought\PFV.SJ.3SG.M-BEN-OJ.1SG 

 ‘When he then said, “What is it that makes her being so restive? 
She should just wear this what was bought for her (lit. what came 
for her) and what was given to her (lit. what was thrown to her), 
now I don’t have money and won’t sew (anything)!”, [my mother-
in-law] said to me (lit. I was said), “As to my child, it doesn’t cry!” 
That (kind of dress) what the driver’s wife was wearing was sewn 
for me, (and) I said, “Buy me shoes!”, and they were bought for 
me.’ 

 

(7) ja-nnɨ-n ləbɨʃʃe lə-
hulətəɲɲa 

məls s-ɨ-hed   «mɨn      

 DST-ACC-
ACC 

wear\CN
V.1SG 

DAT-second revisit when-1SG-go\IPFV what 

 ɨddɨl nəw?! tə-məgbat-ɨʃ jɨh-e k’ərrə?!» 
 chance COP.3SG.M ABL-enter.VN-

POSS.2SG.F 
PRX-EPH remain\PFV.3SG.M 

 s-a-jɨ-l «ɨnd-ih    argo j-asəffa-ll-ɨʃ 
 when-NEG-

3SG.M-say\IPFV 
like-PRX make\CNV.3SG.M REL-sew\PFV.SJ.3SG.M-BEN-

OJ.2SG.F 

 s-a-j-k’oʃɨʃ s-a-j-arəʤ?!» təbal-ku – «ɨ  ahun-ɨm    
 when-NEG-

3SG.M-
be_dirty\IPFV 

when-NEG-
3SG.M-
be_old\IPFV 

be_said\PFV.1SG eh now-FOC 

 assəffa-allə-
hu. 

b-ajnət  nəw lɨbs ɨ-zzɨja agər j-allə 

 (1SG)let_sew\IP
FV-AUX.NPST-
1SG 

INST-
kind 

COP. 
3SG.M 

clothes LOC-DST countr
y 

REL-exist\PFV. 
3SG.M 

 «mɨrətʃ’» təbɨjje nəw jə-təsəffa-ll- al-ku 
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ɨɲɲ» 
 choose\IMP.2SG.

F 
be_said\CNV.1S
G 

COP.3SG.M be_sewn/PFV.SJ. 
3SG.M-BEN-OJ.1SG 

say\PFV-
1SG 

 ‘Wearing that (dress and shoes) I went to the second revisit (of my 
parents). [There], it was not said, “What [kind of] fortune is 
this?! This  [only] remained from your marriage?!” [Instead] I 
was told [by my friends], “[How can it be] that what he has sewn 
for you did not get dirty nor is it worn out?!” I said, “Eh, even now 
I let sew [clothes]. Every type of clothes is there at that place [lit. 
country]. I chose [what I liked] and it was sewn for me.”  

 

(8) nor-ku nor-ku zɨm  bɨjje tə-zzija jɨzo          lɨbs 
 live\ 

PFV.1SG  
live\ 
PFV.1SG  

IDEO.si
lence 

say\CNV.
1SG  

ABL-DST hold\CNV.3SG.M clothes 

 jɨ-mət’a-al massəfa
t 

jɨ-mətt’a-al massəfa
t 

ɨssu 

 3SG.M-come\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

let_sew.V
N 

3SG.M-come\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

let_sew.V
N 

3SG.M 

 j-amətt’a-ll-ɨɲɲɨ-n bɨttʃ
a 

məlbəs ɨndə-səw mərɨttʃ’e 

 REL-
bring\PFV.SJ.3SG.M-
BEN-OJ.1SG-ACC 

only wear.VN like-person choose\CNV.1SG 

 a-l-ləbsɨ-m 
 NEG-1SG-wear\IPFV-FOC 

 ‘I kept living just so (lit. saying, “silence”). Clothes came from here 
and there, or were ordered to sew. I only wore what he brought 
for me, but did not select [my clothes] like [other] people.’ 
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(9) s-ɨ-ləbs s-ɨ-ləbs and-it gwadəɲɲa-je   «antʃɨ  dəmmo     
 when-1SG-

wear\IPFV 
when-1SG-
wear\IPFV 

one-F friend-POSS.1SG 2SG.F again 

 zəwtɨ
r 

an
d 

ajnə
t 

lɨbs nəw jəmmɨ-t-ləbʃ-ɨw. 

 always one kind clothes COP.3SG.M REL-2SG.F-wear\IPFV.F-DEF.M 

 ləmɨndɨ
n 

nəw jəmm-a-ttɨ-ʃʃəʃaj?» alə-ttʃ-ɨɲɲ 

 why COP.3SG.M REL-NEG-2SG.F-
be_improved\IPFV.F 

say\PFV-SJ.3SG.F-
OJ.1SG 

 ‘When I wore [my clothes] again and again, one of my friends 
said to me, “As to you, you are always wearing one kind of 
clothes. Why is it that you don’t improve yourself?” 

 

(10) «ʃaʃ-ɨʃ arəngwad
e 

k’əmis-ɨʃ   arəngwad
e 

an
d     

ajnə
t 

mɨndɨn    

 scarf-
POSS.2SG 

green dress-
POSS.2SG.F 

green one kind  why 

 nəw? bə-k’ɨjari  məlbəs nəw ɨnʤi!
» 

sɨ-ttɨ-ll-əɲɲ ɨne 

 COP. 
3SG.M 

INST-
change 

wear.VN COP. 
3SG.M 

but when-SJ.3SG.F-
say\IPFV-BEN-OJ.1SG 

1SG 

 «suk
’ 

hidʤe a-l-mərt’. ɨssu j-amətt’a-ll-ɨɲn  

 shop go\CNV.1S
G     

NEG-1SG-
choose\IPFV 

3SG.M REL-bring\PFV.SJ.3SG.M-
BEN-OJ.1SG 

 «ɨmbi» a-lɨ-l ja-m b-i-hon   ja-m b-i-hon    
 refusal NEG-1SG-

say\IPFV 
DST-FOC if-3SG.M-

be\IPFV 
DST-FOC if-3SG.M-be\IPFV 

 ɨ-ləbs-allə-hu-ɲɲ» ɨjj-al-ku                nor-ku 
 SJ.1SG-wear\IPFV-AUX.NPST-SJ.1SG-

OJ.1SG 
CONT-say\PFV-
1SG  

live\PFV.1SG 

 ‘When she said to me, “Your scarf is green, your dress is green – 
one kind [of clothes] why? Instead, wearing [clothes] is by 
changing [them]!”, I said, “I don’t go to the shop and choose 
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[it]. I do not refuse what he brings for me, whatever it is I wear 
it.” So, I live.’ 

 

(11) ahun ɨnd-ih                j-allə-w zəbən mətt’o  b-ajnət    b-ajnət   
 now like-PRX REL-

exist\PFV. 
3SG.M-DEF.M 

period come\ 
CNV.3SG.M 

LOC-kind LOC-
kind 

 «ja ʃaʃ-ɨʃ  and ajɨnət k’əmis-ɨʃ  and ajɨnət
» 

 DST scarf-POSS.2SG.F one kind dress-POSS.2SG.F one kind 

 jə-təbal-ku-t   k’ərto an
d    

k’ija  k’əmi
s     

jɨ-hon-al 

 REL-be_said\PFV-
1SG-DEF-M 

remain\CNV.
3SG.M 

one twenty dress 3SG.M-be\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 j-allə-ɲɲ  jətɨɲɲaw-
n 

lɨ-lbəs ɨjj-al-
ku   

ɨngwalləl-allə-hu 

 REL-exist\PFV. 
SJ.3SG.M-OJ.1SG 

which-ACC 1SG-
wear\ 
JUSS 

CONT-
say\ 
PFV-1SG 

(1SG)be_confused/IPFV
-AUX.NPST-1SG 

 ‘Now a time like this approached, everything [is] according to its 
kind. [The time] at which I was told that my scarf is the same 
kind as my dress is over. I have about twenty dresses. I am 
confused when I think which one I should wear.’ 
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(12) ɨnna              gɨn ɨnd-ih bə-məkakkəl-u  səw-ottʃ «assəfi» 
 and but like-PRX LOC-middle-

POSS.3SG.M 
person-PL let_sew\JUSS.2SG.

F 

 b-i-l-u-ɲɲ ɨne-s wəjə
w 

jɨ-ttʃ-ɨn ləbɨʃʃe   tʃ’ərrɨʃʃ-at 

 if-SJ.3PL-say\ 
IPFV-PL-OJ.1SG 

1SG-FOC instead PRX-F-ACC wear\ 
CNV.1SG 

finish\CNV. 
SJ.1SG-
OJ.3SG.F 

 jə-zzɨ-ttʃ  ɨdme agɲɨttʃe bɨjje  təməɲɲə-hu 
 GEN-PRX-F age find\CNV.1SG say\CNV.1SG wish\PFV-1SG 

 jə-zzi-ttʃ  ɨdme-m  agəɲɲə-hu 
 GEN-PRX-F age-FOC find\PFV-1SG 

 ‘But in the meantime, when the people said me to let sew 
clothes, I said, “If I only could wear off this [piece of 
clothes]!”And I wished. “If I only could get the age for this!” 
And I got this age.’ 
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TEXT 2: SHORT STORY WITH GEBRE HANNA 

(1)«ድሮ የ አ ጼሚኒ ሊክ አ ማካ ሪ ና ቸው»ይባ ላ ል ። (2)«ጎ ን ደ ር እ ር ሀ ብሆነ »ሲባ ል «በ ቃ፣

ያ ገ ል ግ ሎትይሰ ጠኝ »ብለ ውያ ውጠገ ራብር ተሰ ጠውይዘ ውአ ገ ራቸውሄ ዱና የ ወሰ ዱት ን ብር

ለ ተቸ ገ ረ ውሰ ጡ።

(3)ብዙዘ በ ን ከ ቆ ዩ በ ሁዋ ላ ያ ውሁሉምሲያ ልቅ ልጃ ቸውን ወደ ቤተመን ግ ስ ትይልካ ሉ።

(4)ልጁምቤተመን ግ ስ ቱ በ ራፍ ላ ይሲደ ር ስ ዘ በ ኛውን ያ ገ ኘውና «ያ ለ ቃገ ብረ ሀ ና ልጅነ ኝ እ

ሳ ቸውሞተውየ ተ ስ ካ ር ማውጫጃ ን ሆይእ ን ዲሰ ጠኝ ነ ውየ መጣሁት »ይለ ዋ ል ።

(5)ዘ በ ኛውምተዚያ «ኧ ረ አ ለ ቃገ ብረ ሀ ና ተ ሰ ና ብተውተሄ ዱቆ ይተዋ ል እ ን ዴትሊሆን ይች ላ

ል »ሲለ ው«አ ስ ገ ቡት »ተብለ ውልጁይ ገ ባ ና የ ተ ስ ካ ር ማውጫብር ይሰ ጠውና ይዞ ይሄ ዳ ል ።

(6)ተዚያ ደ ሞበ ዚያ ብር ተጠቅ መውሲጨር ሱእ ራሳ ቸውአ ለ ቃገ ብረ ሀ ና አ ዲስ አ ባ መጠውወደ

ቤተመን ግ ስ ቱይሄ ዱና ይ ገ ባ ሉ።

(7)ተዚያ ምዘ በ ኛው«ማን ል በ ል »ሲላ ቸው«አ ለ ቃገ ብረ ሀ ና ነ ኝ »አ ሉት ።

(8)እ ን ዲያ ወዲህ «ውጣልኝ ተመለ ስ አ ለ ቃገ ብረ ሀ ና ተሞቱ ስ ን ት ዘ በ ን ሆኖ አ ቸውየ ለ ምወይ

ተ ስ ካ ሩሁሉወጦአ ብቅ ቶ የ ለ ምወይእ ን ዴትእ ን ዲህ ትላ ለ ህ »አ ለ ውዘ በ ኛው።

(9)«አ ይሆነ ምቀ ረ እ ኔ ነ ኝ ተ ሄ ድኩበ ትመጣሁተሄ ድኩበ ትመጥቻለ ሁን ገ ር ል ኝ »አ ሉ።

(10)ጃ ን ሆይይህ ን ን ሲሰ ሙይገ ረ ሙና «እ ስ ቲ እ ን ደ ውተሞቱሰ ን ብተዋ ልተ ስ ካ ር ማውጫሁሉ

ልከ ና ል እ ን ዴትሊሆን ቻለ »ይሉና «አ ስ ገ ቡት »ይባ ል ና ይ ገ ባ ሉ።

(11)ተዚያ «አ ለ ቃተ የ ትመጡ«ሞተዋ ል »ተብሎየ ለ ምእ ን ዴ»ብለ ውሲጠይቆ ቸው«አ ዎ »ብለ ው

መለ ሱአ ለ ቃ።  

(12)«ታዲያ ተ የ ትመጡ»ሲሎቸው«ተ ሰ ማይምን ብለ ው»ሲሎቸው«ላ ከ ኝ እ ዝ ግ አ ብሄ ር ተመል

ሶ እ ዝ ግ አ ብሄ ር ወደ ዚህ ተመለ ስ ኩእ ና መጣሁተቦ ታጋ ር ተመልሼመጣሁ»አ ሎቸውአ ለ ቃ።

(13)ተዚያ «እ ን ግ ዲህ ጆክ እ ሚጨምሩ ሰ ዎች አ ሉእ ን ዴትሊሆን ቻለ ?ለ መሆኑ እ ነ አ ጼን ጉ ስ

እ ገ ሌየ ሞቱት የ ድሮ ባ ለ ስ ልጣኖ ችእ ን ዴትና ቸው»ተዚያ ሲሉ«አ ይእ ዚያ ገ ሀ ነ ምውስ ጥሰ ይ

ጣን አ ስ ሮሲገ ር ፋቸውአ የ ሁያ ን ፈ ር ቼ ነ ውየ መጣሁን ጉ ሱጋ »ብሎአ ለ ይባ ላ ል ።  
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(1) «dɨro jə-as’e mɨnilɨ
k 

amakari nattʃə
w« 

jɨ-bbal-all 

 olden_times GEN-
emperor 

Menile
k 

advisor COP 3SG.M-be_said\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 ‘It is said that he was Emperor’s Menilek advisorin olden times.’ 

 

(2) «gondə
r  

ɨrhab hon-ə» s-i-bbal «bəkk’a! j-agəlgɨlot-e 

 Gondar drought be\PFV.
3SG.M 

when-3SG.M-
be_said\IPFV 

be_enough\PF
V.3SG.M 

DAT/GEN-
service-POSS.1SG 

 yɨ-ssət’-əɲɲ!» blə-w jaw t’əgəra bɨrr təsət’ɨtə-w 
 SJ.3SG.M-

be_given\ 
JUSS.OJ.1SG 

say\CNV-
3PL 

DSC silver money be_given\CNV.3PL 

 agər-attʃəw  hed-u-ɨnna  jə-wəssəd-u-t-ɨn  bɨrr 
 country-

POSS.3PL 
go\PFV-3PL-and REL-take\PFV-SJ.3PL-OJ.3SG.M-

ACC 
money 

 lə-tətʃəggər-ə-w sətt’u 
 DAT-[REL]be_in_trouble\PFV-3SG.M-

DEF.M 
give\PFV.3PL 

 ‘When it was announced that drought was in Gondar, he (lit. they – 
polite form) said, “It is enough! My remuneration should be given 
to my!” Then, after he was given some silver money, he went to 
his living native place, and gave the money he took to people in 
trouble.’ 

 

(3) bɨzu  zəbən kə-kojju bəhʷala jaw hullum 
 many period after-stay\PFV.3PL after DSC all 

 s-ij-alk  lɨdʤ-
attʃəw-ɨn  

wədə betə_məngɨst  jɨ-lk-allu 

 when-3SG.M-
be_finished\IPFV 

son-POSS.3PL-
ACC 

towards palace 3PL-send\IPFV-
AUX.NPST.3PL 

 ‘After he stayed for a long period of time, everything was finished, 
and he sent his son in to the palace.’ 
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(4) lɨdʤ-u-ɨm  betə_məngɨs
t-u  

bər_af laj s-i-dərs zəbəɲɲa-w-n  

 son-DEF.M-
FOC 

palace.DEF.M entrance on when-3SG.M-
reach\IPFV 

doorman-DEF.M-
ACC 

 y-agəɲ-əw-ɨnna «j-alək’a gəbrə_han
na 

lɨdʤ nəɲɲ. ɨssattʃe
w 

 SJ.3SG.M-find/IPFV. 
OJ.3SG.M-and 

GEN-Chief Gebre_Hann
a 

son COP.3SG.M 3POL 

 motə-w  jə-təskar mawtʃ’a ʤanho
j   

ɨnd-i-sət’-əɲɲ 

 die\CNV-3PL DAT/GEN-
commemoratio
n 

expense his_ 
majesty 

COMP-3SG.M-give\IPFV-
OJ.1SG 

 nəw jə-mətt’a-hu-t» jɨ-l-əw-all 
 COP.3SG.M REL-come\PFV-1SG-DEF.M SJ.3SG.M-say\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M-

AUX.NPST 

 ‘When the son reached at the palace’s gate, he met the doorman 
and said to him, “I am Chief Gebre Hanna’s son. As he died, I came 
to ask his majesty to give me the expenses for his 
commemoration.”’ 

 

(5) zəbəɲɲa-wɨ-m  tə-zzija «ərə  alək’a gəbrə_hann
a  

təsənabtə-w 

 doorman-DEF.M-
FOC 

ABL-DST DSC Chief Gebre_Hanna retire\CNV-3PL 

 tə-hed-u k’ojjɨtə-w-all. ɨndet l-i-hon 
 ABL-go\PFV-3PL stay\CNV-3PL-AUX.NPST how INGR-3SG.M-be\IPFV 

 jɨ-tʃɨl-all?!» s-i-l-əw  «asgəbu-t!» təblə-w 
 3SG.M-can\IPFV-

AUX.NPST 
when-SJ.3SG.M-
say\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M 

let_enter\JUSS.SJ.2PL-
OJ.3SG.M 

be_said\CNV-
3PL 

 lɨdʤ-u jɨ-gəba-ɨnna jə-təskar mawtʃ’
a  

bɨrr 

 son-DEF.M 3SG.M-enter\IPFV-
and 

DAT/GEN-
commemoration 

expense money 

 jɨ-ssət’ə-w-ɨnna jɨzo  jɨ-hed-all 
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 SJ.3SG.M-be_given\IPFV-
OJ.3SG.M-and 

hold\CNV.3SG.M 3SG.M-go\IPFV-AUX.NPST 

 ‘Then, the doorman said to him, “Oh, it is quite a long time (lit. he 
stayed away) that Chief Gebre Hanna retired and left. How could 
this happen?!”, and he was allowed to enter. The son entered and 
he was given money for the commemoration expenses. He took it 
and left.’ 

 

(6) tə-zzija  dəmmo bə-zzija bɨrr  tət’ək’mə-
w 

s-i-tʃ’ərrɨs-u 

 ABL-DST DSC INST-DST money use\CNV-
3PL 

when-3PL-finish\IPFV-PL 

 ɨras-attʃəw  alək’a gəbrə_han
na 

addis_aba  mət’ɨtə-w wədə  

 self-POSS.3PL Chief Gebre_Hanna Addis_Abab
a 

come\CNV-
3PL 

towards 

 betə_məngɨst-
u  

jɨ-hed-u-ɨnna jɨ-gəba-allu 

 palace_DEF.M 3PL-go\IPFV-PL-and 3PL-enter\IPFV-AUX.NPST.3PL 

 ‘Then, when they finished that money, Chief Gebre Hanna himself 
came to Addis Ababa, went to the palace, and entered (it).’ 

 

(7) tə-zzija-m zəbəɲɲa-w «man lɨ-bəl?» s-i-l-attʃəw 
 ABL-DST-

FOC 
doorman-DEF.M who 1SG-

say\JUSS 
when-SJ.3SG.M-say\IPFV-
OJ.3PL 

 «alək’a gəbrə_hanna nəɲɲ» al-u-t 
 Chief Gebre_Hanna COP.1SG say\PFV-SJ.3PL-

OJ.3SG.M 

 ‘When then the doorman asked him who he is, he said to him, “I 
am Chief Gebre Hanna.”’ 

 

(8) ɨndija_wəd
ih  

«wɨt’a-ll-ɨɲɲ təməlləs! alək’
a 

gəbrə_hanna 

 DSC go_out\JUSS.SJ.2SG.
M-BEN-OJ.1SG 

return\JUSS.2SG.
M 

Chief Gebre_Hanna 
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 tə-mot-u  sɨnt zəbən honoʷ-attʃəw jəllə-m  wəj
! 

təskaru  

 ABL-die\ 
PFV-3PL 

how period be\CNV.SJ. 
3SG.M-OJ.3PL 

not_exist\PF
V.3SG.M-FOC 

Q commemoration 

 hullu wətt’o abk’ɨto jəllə-m  wəj! ɨnde
t  

 all go_out\CNV
.3SG.M 

fulfill\CNV.3SG.
M 

not_exist\PFV.3SG.M-
FOC 

Q how 

 ɨnd-ih tɨ-l-allə-h» al-ə-w zəbəɲɲa-w 
 like-PRX 2SG.M-say\IPFV-

AUX.NPST-2SG.M 
say\PFV-SJ.3SG.M-
OJ.3SG.M 

watchman-DEF.M 

 ‘Immediately the doorman said to him, “Go out of here, return 
back! Is it not a long time ago that Chief Gebre Hanna died! Is it 
not that all give a donation for his commemoration! How can you 
dare saying this?”’ 

 

(9) aaj hon-ə-m  k’ərrə ɨne nəɲɲ   tə-hed-ku-bb-ət 
 INTJ be\PFV-3SG.M-FOC remain\P

FV.3SG.M 
1SG COP.1SG ABL-[REL]go\PFV-

SJ.1SG-MIL-OJ.3SG.M 

 mətt’a-hu tə-hed-ku-bb-ət mət’ɨttʃ-allə-hu-ɨnna 
 come\PFV-1SG ABL-[REL]go\PFV-SJ.1SG-

MIL-OJ.3SG.M 
come\CNV.1SG-AUX.NPST-1SG-
and 

 nɨgər-ɨll-ɨɲɲ al-u-t 
 tell\JUSS.SJ.2SG.M-BEN-OJ.1SG say\PFV-SJ.3PL-OJ.3SG.M 

 ‘He said to him, “No, be that as it may, it is me. I came from where I 
went, I have come from where I went, so report (it)for me!”’  

 

(10) ʤanhoj jɨhɨ-nn-
ɨn 

s-i-səmu jɨ-ggərrəm-u-nna «ɨsti ɨndəw              

 his_ 
majesty 

PRX-ACC-
ACC 

when-3PL-
hear\IPVF.PL 

3PL-be_amazed\IPFV-PL-
and 

DSC DSC 

 tə-mot-u  sənbɨtə-w-all təskar mawtʃ’a hullu lɨkə-n-all 
 ABL-die\PFV-

3PL 
retire\CNV-
3PL-AUX.NPST 

comme
morattio
n 

expense all send\CNV-1PL-
AUX.NPST 
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 ɨndet l-i-hon tʃal-ə» jɨ-l-u-ɨnna «asgəbu-t» 
 how INGR-3SG.M-

be\IPFV 
can\PFV
-3SG.M 

3PL-say\IPFV-
PL-and 

let_enter\JUSS.SJ.2PL-
OJ.3SG.M 

 jɨ-bbal-ɨnna jɨ-gəba-allu 
 3SG.M-be_said\IPFV-and 3PL-enter\IPFV-AUX.NPST.3PL 

 ‘When his majesty heard this he was amazed, and said, “Well, it is 
quite a long time after he died. We have sent all expenses for the 
commemoration. How can this be?”, ordered him to enter, and he 
entered.’  

 

(11) tə-zzija  «alək’
a 

tə-jət mətt’u
? 

«motə-w-
all» 

təblo jəllə-m  

 ABL-DST Chief ABL-
where 

come\ 
PFV.3PL 

die\CNV-
3PL-
AUX.NPST 

be_said\CNV. 
3SG.M 

not_exist\PF
V. 3SG.M-
FOC 

 wəj ɨnde» blə-w s-i-t’əjjɨk’oʷ-attʃəw «awo» 
 Q DSC say\CNV-3PL when-SJ.3PL-ask\IPFV.PL-OJ.3PL yes 

 blə-w məlləs-u alək’a 
 say\CNV-3PL answer\PFV-3PL Chief 

 ‘Then, he asked him saying, “Chief from were did you come? It was 
said that you were dead, wasn’t it!”. Chief [Gebre Hanna] 
answered him with yes.”  

 

(12) «tadij
a  

tə-jət mətt’u» s-i-loʷ-attʃəw «tə-
səmaj 

 so ABL-where come\PFV.3PL when-SJ.3PL-say\IPFV.PL-
OJ.3PL 

ABL-sky 

 mɨn b-ɨ-l-əw» s-i-loʷ-attʃəw «lak-ə-ɲɲ ɨzgabher təməllɨs
o 

 what if-SJ.1SG-
say\ IPFV-
OJ.3PL 

when-SJ.3PL-
say\IPFV.PL-
OJ.3PL 

send\PFV-SJ. 
3SG.M-OJ.1SG 

god return\CN
V.3SG.M 
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 tə-
ɨzgabher 

wədə-zzih təməlləs-ku-ɨnna mətt’a-hu tə-bota 

 ABL-god towards-PRX return\PFV-1SG-and come\PFV-1SG ABL-place 

 gar təməlɨʃʃe mətt’a-hu al-oʷ-attʃəw  alək’a 
 with return\CNV.1SG come\PFV-1SG say\PFV-SJ.3PL-OJ.3PL Chief 

 ‘When the king asked from where he came, Chief [Gebre 
Hanna]said to him, “From the sky, what shall I say, God sent me 
back and I returned towards here. So, I came back, I have returned 
to my place.”’ 

 

(13) tə-zzija  «ɨngɨdi
h 

ʤok  ɨm-i-tʃ’əmmɨr-u səw-ottʃ  allu 

 ABL-DST DSC joke REL-3PL-add\IPFV-
PL 

person-PL exist\PFV.3PL 

 ɨndet  l-i-hon tʃal-ə lə-məhon-u ɨnnə-as’e  nigu
s 

ɨgəle 

 how INGR-3SG.M-
be\IPFV 

can\PFV-
3SG.M 

DAT-be.VN-
POSS.3SG.M 

APL-
emperor 

king so_and_so 

 jə-mot-u-t  jə-dro balə-sɨlt’an-
ottʃ 

ɨndet nattʃəw» 

 REL-die\PFV-3PL-DEF.M GEN-
olden_times 

with-power-PL how COP.3PL 

 tə-zzija s-i-l-u «ɨ-zzija  gəhanə
m 

wɨst’ səjt’an asro 

 ABL-DST when-3PL-
say\IPFV-
PL 

LOC-PRX hell insid
e 

devil tie\CNV.3SG.M 

 s-i-gərf-attʃəw ajjə-hu ja-n fərɨttʃe nəw 
 when-SJ.3SG.M-whip\ 

IPFV-OJ.3PL 
see\PFV.1SG DST-ACC fear\CNV.1SG COP.3SG.M 

 jə-mətt’a-hu nɨgus-u ga» blo al-ə jɨ-bbal-all 
 REL-come\PFV-

1SG 
king-
DEF.M 

with say\CNV
.3SG.M 

say\PFV
-3SG.M 

3SG.M-be_said\IPFV- 
AUX.NPST 

 ‘Then, [the kind] said to him, “So, there are people who joke even 
more. How could it be? Be it as it may, how about the emperors, 
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kind so-and-so, the dead officers from former times?” Then, [Chief 
Gebre Hanna] replied, “Oh, I saw how the Satan tied and whipped 
them in hell. Because I was fearing this, I came back to the king.”’ 
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TEXT 3: SHORT STORY ABOUT A FESTIVE MEAL 

(1)ሸ በ ል በ ረ ን ታነ ውወረ ዳ አ ስ ተ ዳ ዳ ሪ ውሁልግ ዜ በ አ መትበ አ መት የ ገ ና ድግ ስ ይደ ግ ሳ ል

። (2) ሲደ ግ ስ ሽ ማግ ሌውን ምይጠራል ፣ በ ደ ን ብጠጅይጠጣል ፣ ጮማይበ ላ ል ።

(3)አ ሁን በ ሁዋ ላ የ ዱሃ እ ምት ባ ል ከ ተማአ ለ ች ፣ ያ ውየ በ ረ ን ታከ ተማእ ዚያ ማዶጎ የ አ ለ ፣

ጎ የ እ ምት ባ ል ቦ ታአ ለ ። (4)ይሄ መሀ ሉጭልጥያ ለ ገ ደ ል ነ ው፣

ተ ዞ ሮ ነ ውበ ዚያ እ ሚሄ ድእ ን ጅቀ ጥታአ ይሄ ድም።

(5) አ ሁን እ ኒ ያ ሽ ማግ ሌዎችሲጠጡምን ሲሉማታይደ ር ስ ና «አ ገ ራች ን እ ን ሄ ዳ ለ ን »ይላ ሉ።

(6) ተ ዛ «በ ዚያ ዙረ ን ተምን ሄ ድ»አ ሉና «ድግ ድግ የ ሆነ ትል ቅ መቀ ነ ት አ ለ ፣

ይኀ ን ቀ ጣጥለ ን እ ዚያ አ ድር ሰ ን በ ዚህ ላ ይእ ን ሂ ድ»ተ ባ ባ ሉ።

(7)ከ ዚያ በ ሁዋ ላ ያ ተሰ ምቶ ህ ዝቡ«የ ጎ ይጉ ድ፣ የ ጎ ይጉ ድ»አ ለ ።

(8)እ ማይሆን ነ ገ ር እ ን ዲሆን ስ ለ ጠጡበ ማሰ ባ ቸውየ ጎ ይጉ ድተ ባ ለ ይባ ላ ል ።  

 

(1) ʃəbəl_bərənt
a  

nəw wərəda astədadari-w hulgɨze 

 Shebel_Berent
a 

COP.3SG.M district adminstrator-DEF.M always 

 bə-
amət  

bə-amət  jə-gəna dɨggɨs jɨ-dəggɨs-all 

 LOC-year LOC-year DAT/GEN-Christmas feast 3SG.M-give_feast\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 ‘It is in Shebel Berena, where the district administrator always, 
every year, gives a feast for Christmas.’ 
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(2) s-i-dəggɨs ʃɨmagle-wɨ-n-ɨm jɨ-t’əra-all bədənb 
 when-3SG.M-

give_feast\IPFV 
elder-DEF.M-ACC-FOC 3SG.M-call\IPFV-

AUX.NPST 
duly 

 t’əʤ jɨ-tt’ətt’a-all tʃoma jɨ-bbəla-all 
 mead 3SG.M-be_drunken\IPFV-

AUX.NPST 
fat_meat 3SG.M-be-eaten\IPFV-

AUX.NPST 

 ‘When he gives a feast, he invites the elders; mead is drunk and fat 
meat is eaten.’ 

 

(3) ahu
n  

bə-hʷala jəduh
a 

ɨm-tɨ-bbal kətəma   alləttʃ 

 now LOC-after Yeduh
a 

REL-3SG.F-be_said\IPFV town exist\PFV.3SG.
F 

 jaw  jə-bərənta kətəm
a 

ɨ-zzija mad
o 

goj
ə 

allə 

 DSC DAT/GEN-
Berenta 

town LOC-
DST 

acros
s 

Goy
e 

exist\PFV.3SG.M 

 gojə ɨm-ɨ-bbal bota allə 
 Goye REL-3SG.M-be-

said\IPFV 
place exist\PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Then afterwards, there is a town called Yeduha. Well, across from 
Berenta town, there is Goye. There is a place called Goye.’ 

 

(4) jɨh-e  məhal-u tʃ’ɨllɨt’ j-al-ə gədə
l 

nəw təzoro 

 PRX- 
EPH 

middle-
POSS.3SG.
M 

IDEO. 
sweeping 

REL-
say\PFV-
3SG.M 

abyss COP. 
3SG.M 

surround\ 
CNV.3SG.M 

 nəw  bə-zzija ɨm-i-hed ɨnʤɨ k’ət’ɨtta  a-j-hed-ɨm 
 COP.3SG.M LOC-DST REL-3SG.M-

go\IPFV 
instead straight NEG-3SG.M-

go\IPFV-FOC 

 ‘Between them, there is a sweeping abyss.One goes to Goye by 
surrounding it, but not directly.’ 
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(5) ahun ɨnnə-
zzija 

ʃɨmagɨle-
ottʃ 

s-i-t’ətt’u mɨn s-i-l-u 

 now APL-DST elder-PL when-3PL-
drink\ IPFV.PL 

what when-3PL-
say\IPFV-PL 

 mata  jɨ-dərs-
ɨnna 

«agər-
attʃɨn 

ɨn-hed-allə-
n» 

jɨ-l-allu 

 evening 3SG.M-
reach\ IPFV-
and 

country-
POSS.1PL 

1PL-go\IPFV-
AUX.NPST-1PL 

3PL-say\IPFV-
AUX.NPST.3PL 

 ‘Now while those elders were drinking and so on, it became 
evening and they intended to go home.’ 

 

(6) tə-zzija  «bə-zzija zurə-n tə-mɨ-n-hed» al-u-nna 
 ABL-DST LOC-DST round\ CNV-1PL ABL-REL-1PL-

go/IPFV 
say\PFV-3PL-
and 

 «dɨg  dɨg jə-hon-ə  tɨllɨk’ mək’ənə
t 

allə 

 firm firm REL-be\PFV-3SG.M large girdle exist\PFV.3SG.M 

 jɨh-e-n k’ət’at’lə-n ɨ-zzija                       adɨrsə-n 
 PRX-EPH-ACC attach\CNV-1PL LOC-DST reach\CNV-1PL 

 bə-zzih laj ɨn-hid» təbabal-u 
 LOC-PRX on 1PL-go\JUSS be_said_to_each_other\PFV-3PL 

 ‘Then, they said to each other, “Instead of going around, there is a 
form large girdle. Let’s bind it together, extend it to the other side 
and go on it!”’ 

 

(7) kə-zzija bə-hʷala ja təsəmto hɨzb-u 
 ABL-DST LOC-after DST be_heard\CNV.3SG.M people-DEF.M 

 jə-goj  gud jə-goj gud al-u 
 GEN-Goy oddity GEN-Goy oddity say\PFV-3PL 

 ‘Then, when the people heard this, they called it the oddity of Goy.’  
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(8) ɨm-a-j-hon  nəg
ər 

ɨnd-i-hon  sɨlə-t’ətt’u bə-massəb-
attʃəw 

 REL-NEG-
3SG.M-
be\IPFV 

thing COMP-3SG.M-
be\IPFV 

becaue-
drink\PFV.3PL 

LOC-think.VN-3PL 

 jə-goj gud təbal-ə jɨ-bbal-all 
 GEN-Goy oddity be_said\PFV-3SG.M 3SG.M-be_said\IPFV-AUX.NPST 

 ‘Intending an impossible thing because of drinking is called the Goy 
oddity.’ 
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TEXT 4: FABLE ABOUT WILD ANIMALS 

(1)የ ዱር እ ን ስ ሳ ቶች ነ በ ሩ ፣ ተዚያ ምአ ን ድቀ ን ተ ሰ ባ ስ በ ውመመካ ከ ር ፈ ለ ጉ ።

(2)ተዚያ ምለ ዚህ ሀ ሳ ባ ቸውማዋዠያ የ ሚሆን ምሳ ግ ብዠያ ማዘ ጋ ጀ ትፈ ለ ጉ ና ሁሉምበ የ ፊ ና

ቸውተሰ ማር ተውለ ድግ ሱየ ሚሆን ስ ጋ ይ ዘ ውመጡ።

(3)በ ዚህ ወቅ ትጅብና አ ን በ ሳ የ ሰ ውልጅስ ጋ ገ ድለ ውነ ብር ፍ የ ል እ ና ቀ በ ሮድን ች ና ሽ ን ኩ

ር ትይዘ ውመጡ። (4)ተዚያ ምሁሉምተሰ ባ ስ ቦ ወጥሊሰ ሩሲሉዘ ይት ያ መጣአ ል ነ በ ረ ም።

(5)ተዚያ ምተተ ሰ ባ ሰ ቡትመካ ከ ል ባ ብዛ ኛውኤሊን ለ መላ ክ ፈ ለ ጉ ና «ኤሊሆይአ ን ችምን ምነ

ገ ር ስ ላ ላ መጣሽ ና የ ሰ ውልጅስ ለ ሚወድሽ ከ ተማሂ ደ ሽ ዘ ይት ሰ ር ቀ ሽ አ ምጭ»ይሎታል።

(6)«አ ይእ ኔ ፍጥነ ት ስ ለ ሌለ ኝ ጦጣትላ ክ »ት ላ ለ ች ።

(7)ጦጣደ ሞ«አ ይሆን ምእ ኔ ን «ብልጥና ት »እ ያ ሉብስ ኩት ስ ለ ምበ ላ ተሱቅ አ ያ ስ ደ ር ሱኝ ም

ስ ለ ዚህ ኤሊትሻ ላ ለ ች »ብላ ሀ ሳ ብዋ ን ታቀ ር ባ ለ ች ።

(8)በ ዚያ ጊ ዜ ሁሉምተስ ማምቶኤሊእ ን ድት ሄ ድይወሰ ና ል ።

(9) ተዚያ ቢጠብቁ ቢጠብቁ ኤሊትቀ ር ባ ዋ ለ ች ፣

በ መሀ ል አ ቦ ሸ ማኔ «መጀመሪ ያ ውን እ ስ ዋ ን ስ ትልኩነ ውስ ብሰ ባ ውእ ን ደ ማይሰ ካ ያ ወኩት እ

ስ ዋ ገ ና አ ን ገ ቶ ን ወጣገ ባ እ ያ ደ ረ ገ ች አ ን ድሜትር ሳ ትራመድይመሻ ል »ሲልኤሊገ ና እ የ ሄ

ደ ችተቤቱጉ በ ን አ ላ ለ ፈ ችምነ በ ር ።

(10)«እ ን ደ ውምየ ና ን ተ ስ ብሰ ባ ይቀ ራል እ ን ጅአ ል ሄ ድም»ስ ት ላ ቸውተና ደ ውእ ሶ ን በ ሎት

ይባ ላ ል ።  

 

(1) jədur ɨnsɨsat nəbbər-u tə-zzija-m and k’ən 
 GEN-wild animal.PL AUX.PST-3PL ABL-DST-FOC one day 

 təsəbassɨbə-w məməkakər fəlləg-u 
 gather_each_other\CNV-

3PL 
confer.VN want\PFV-3PL 

 ‘There were wild animals; once up on a time they wanted to gather 
with each other for conferring.’ 
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(2) tə-zzija-m lə-zzih hassab-attʃəw mawaʒja jəmm-i-hon 
 ABL-DST-FOC DAT-PRX idea-POSS.3PL means REL-3SG.M-be\IPFV 

 mɨsa gɨbʒja mazəgaʤət fəlləg-u-ɨnna hullum 
 lunch invitatio

n 
prepare.VN want\PFV-3PL-and all 

 bə-jjə-fina-attʃəw təsəmartə-w lə-dɨggɨs-u jəmm-i-hon 
 LOC-each-desire-

POSS.3PL 
participate\CNV-3PL  DAR-feast-

DEF.M 
REL-3SG.M-
be\IPFV 

 sɨga jɨzə-w mətt’u   
 meat hold\CNV-3PL come\PFV.3PL   

 ‘Then, in order to realize this idea, they wanted to prepare a lunch 
invitation. According to their own desire, all come to the feast 
with some meat.’ 

 

(3) bə-zzih wək’ɨt ʤɨb-
ɨnna 

anbəss
a 

jə-səw lɨʤ 

 LOC-PRX time hyena-
and 

lion GEN-human child 

 gədlə-w nəbɨ
r 

fɨjəl-ɨnna k’əbəro dɨnnɨtʃ-
ɨnna 

ʃɨnkurt 

 kill\CNV-3PL lynx goat-and fox potato-and onion 

 jɨzəw mətt’u 
 hold\CNV-3PL come\PFV.3PL 

 ‘During this time, the hyena and the lion killed a human being and 
came, and the lynx, the goat, and the fox came with potato and 
onion.’ 

 

(4) tə-zzija-m hullum wət’ l-i-səru s-i-l-u 
 ABL-DST-FOC all  sauce INGR-3PL-

work\IPFV.PL 
when-3PL-say\IPFV-PL 

 zəjt j-amətt’a al-nəbbər-ə-m 
 oil REL-bring\PFV.3SG.M NEG-AUX.PST-3SG.M-FOC 

 ‘Then, when all were about to prepare sauce, there was nobody 
who brought oil.’ 
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(5) tə-zzija-m  tə-təsəbassəb-u-t məkakk
əl 

b-abɨzaɲɲa-w 

 ABL-DST-FOC ABL-be_gathered\PFV-3PL-
DEF.M 

among LOC-common-DEF.M 

 eli-n lə-məlak fəlləg-u-ɨnna «eli hoj 
 tortoise-ACC DAT-send.VN want\PFV-3PL-and tortoise DSC 

 antʃi mɨnnɨm nəgr sɨl-al-amətt’a-ʃ-ɨnna jə-səw 
 2SG.F nothing thing because-NEG-bring\PFV-2SG.F-

and 
GEN-human 

 lɨʤ sɨlə-mm-i-wədd-u-ʃ kətəma hidə-ʃ 
 child because-REL-SJ.3PL-love\IPFV-PL-OJ.2SG.F town go\CNV-2SG.F 

 zəjt sərkə-ʃ amtʃ’i» jɨ-l-oʷ-at-all 
 oil steal\CNV-2SG.F  bring\JUSS.2SG.F  SJ.3PL-say\IPFV-PL-OJ.3SG.F 

 ‘Then, almost all from among the gathered [animals] wanted to 
send the tortoise and said to her, “You tortoise! Because you did 
not bring anything and because the humans like you, go to the 
town, steal some oil and bring it here!”’ 

 

(6) «aj ɨne fɨt’nə
t 

sɨlə-lellə-ɲɲ  t’ot’a tɨ-lak» tɨ-l-allə-ttʃ 

 INTJ 1SG speed because-not_exist\ 
PFV.SJ.3SG.M-
OJ.1SG 

monke
y 

3SG.F-
send/JUS
S 

3SG.F-say\IPFV-
AUX.NPST-
3SG.F  

 ‘She said, “No, because I don’t have speed, may the monkey go!”’ 

 

(7) t’ot’a dəmm
o 

«a-j-hon-ɨm ɨne-n «bɨlt’ nat» ɨjj-al-u 

 monke
y 

DSC NEG-3SG.M-
be\IPFV-FOC 

1SG.ACC clever COP.3SG.F CONT-say\PFV-
3PL 

 bɨsku
t 

sɨlə-m-ɨ-bəla tə-suk’ a-j-asdərs-u-ɲɲ-ɨm sɨlə-zzih 

 biscuit because-REL-
1SG-eat\IPFV 

ABL-shop NEG-SJ.3PL-let_reach\IPFV-
PL-OJ.1SG-FOC 

because-PRX 

 eli tɨ-ʃʃal-allə-ttʃ» bla hassab-wa-n t-ak’ərb-allə-ttʃ 
 tortois 3SG.F- say\CNV idea-POSS.3SG.F- 3SG.F-
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e be_better\IPFV-
AUX.NPST-3SG.F 

.3SG.F ACC present\IPFV-
AUX.NPST-3SG.F 

 ‘But the monkey presented the following by saying, “No! They also 
consider me being too clever. Because I eat biscuit, they won’t let 
me reach a ship. Therefore, the tortoise is better.”’ 

 

(8) bə-zzija-
n 

giz
e 

hullu
m 

təsmamto eli ɨnd-ɨt-hed jɨ-wwəssən-all 

 LOC-DST-
ACC 

tim
e 

all agree\ 
CNV.3SG.M 

tortois
e 

COMP-3SG. 
F-go\IPFV 

3SG.M-
bee_decided\ IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 ‘At that time, all agreed and decided that the tortoise should go.’ 

 

(9) tə-zzija  b-i-t’əbbɨk’-
u 

eli    tɨ-k’ər-bb-attʃəw-allə-
ttʃ 

bə-mahal 

 ABL-DST if-3PL-
wait\IPFV-PL 

tortois
e 

SJ.3SG.F-remain\IPFV-MIL-
OJ.3PL-AUX.NPST-SJ.3SG.F 

LOC-middle 

 abo_ʃəman
e 

«məʤəmmərija-w-
ɨn 

ɨsswa-n sɨ-t-lɨk-u nəw 

 cheetah beginning-DEF:M-ACC 3SG.D-ACC when-2PL-
send\IPFV-PL 

COP.3SG.M 

 sɨbsəba-w ɨndə-m-a-j-ssäka j-awwəkku-t ɨsswa gəna 
 meeting-DEF.M COMP-REL-NEG-3SG.M-

be_successful\IPFV 
REL-know\PFV.1SG-
DEF.M 

3SG.F still 

 angət-wa-n wət’a_gəba ɨjj-adərrəg-əttʃ and  metɨr 
 neck-POSS.3SG.F-

ACC 
exit_enter CONT-make\PFV-

3SG.F 
one meter 

 s-a-t-tɨraməd  jɨ-məʃ-all s-i-l eli gəna 
 when-NEG-3SG.F-

walk\IPFV 
3SG.M-
become_evening\ IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

when-3SG.M-
say\IPFV 

tortois
e 

still 

 ɨjjə-hed-əttʃ tə-bet-u gubən al-alləf-əttʃ-ɨm nəbbər 
 CONT-go\PFV-

3SG.F 
ABL-house-
DEF.M 

doorstep NEG-pass\PFV-
3SG.F-FOC 

AUX.PST 

 ‘Then, they waited a lot, but the tortoise did not come. In the 
meantime the cheetah said, “From the beginning, I knew that the 
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meeting will not be successful when she was sent. It becomes 
evening before she moves her neck up and down without walking 
one meter.”When he was saying this, the tortoise was still moving 
but did not pass the doorstep of the house.’  

 

(10) «ɨndəwɨ
m 

jənant
ə 

sɨbsəba jɨ-k’ər-all ɨnʤi a-l-hed-ɨm» 

 DSC GEN-2PL meeting 3SG.M-remain\ 
IPFV-AUX.NPST 

but NEG-1SG-
go\IPFV-FOC 

 sɨ-t-l-attʃəw hullu

m 

təsəbɨsbə-

w 

bəloʷ-at jɨ-bbal-all 

 when-SJ.3SG.F-
say\IPFV-OJ.3PL 

all be_gathered\ 
CNV-3PL 

eat\PFV.SJ.3P
L-OJ.3SG.F 

3SG.M-be_said\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 ‘When she said to them, “Well, let your meeting not be fulfilled, I 
won’t go!”, all gathered together and ate here.’  
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TEXT 5: FABLE ABOUT TWO HYENAS 

(1)መዠሩጥና መን ሹላ ላ የ ሚባ ሉጅቦ ች ነ በ ሩ ።

(2)አ ብረ ውሲኖ ሩሲኖሩ አ ን ድምሽ ት በ ጣምራባ ቸውና ተ ያ ይ ዘ ውሄ ዱ።

(3)ተዚያ ምየ ሚበ ሉአ ህ ዮ ች አ ገ ኙና መዠሩጥቀ ድሞአ ህ ያ ዋ ን ይ ገ ላ ት ና መብላ ትይጀምራል

። (4)በ ዚህ ጊ ዜመን ሹላ ላ አ ብሮ ለ መብላ ትመዠሩጥን ይጠይቀ ዋ ል ፣ መዠሩጥም 

«እ ኔ አ ህ ያ ዋ ን ለ መግ ደ ልብቻዬ ን ስ ለ ፋምን እ ረ ድተህ ኛ ል አ ት በ ላ ም» 

ብሎይከ ለ ክ ለ ዋ ል ። (5) 

መን ሹላ ላ ምበ ጣምቢር በ ውምአ ማራጭስ ላ ል ነ በ ረ ውጉ ዞ ይጀምራል ።

(6) በ ዚህ ጊ ዜ የ አ ህ ያ ዋ ባ ለ ቤትበ መዠሩጥይደ ር ስ በ ት ና ሲደ በ ድበ ው 

«ኧ ረ መን ሹላ ላ ወን ድሜና ድረ ስ ል ኝ »እ ያ ለ ሲጠራው 

«እ ኔ ን እ ን ዳ ል በ ላ ስ ለ ከ ለ ከ ል ከ ኝ መዠሩጥእ ን ደ በ ላ ህ አ ምልጥ»ይለ ዋ ል ።

(7)መዠሩጥምማምለ ጥስ ላ ልቻለ የ አ ህ ያ ዋ ባ ለ ቤትይደ ር ስ በ ት ና ደ ብድቦ ገ ደ ለ ው 

ይባ ላ ል ።   

(8) ስ ለ ዚህ ያ ላ ችሁን ነ ገ ር አ ካ ፍሉ።  

 

(1) məʒrut’-
ɨnna 

mənʃulal
a 

jəmm-i-bbal-u ʤɨb-ottʃ  nəbbər-u 

 Mezerut-and Menshulala REL-3PL-be_said\IPFV-
PL 

hyena-PL AUX.PST-3PL 

 ‘There were two hyenas, which were called Mezerut and 

Menshulala.’ 

 

(2) abrə-w  s-i-nor-u s-i-nor-u and mɨʃʃɨt bət’a
m 

 be_togther\CNV-3PL when-3PL-live\IPF-
PL 

when-3PL-
live\IPF-PL 

one evenin
g 

very 

 rabattʃəw-ɨnna  təjajɨzə-w hed-u 
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 be_hungry\PFV.SJ.3SG.M.OJ.3PL-
and 

hold_each_other\CNV-3PL go\PFV-3PL 

 ‘They were living together for a long time, and they went out 
together at one evening because they were very hungry.’ 

 

(3) tə-zzija-m   jəmm-i-bəlu ahɨjottʃ agəɲɲu-ɨnna məʒrut’ 
 ABL-DST-FOC REL-3PL-

eat\IPFV.PL  
donkey.PL find\PFV.3PL-and Mezerut 

 k’ədmo  ahɨja-wa-n jɨ-gəll-at-ɨnna məblat  jɨ-ʤəmmɨr-all 
 prior donkey-

DEF.F-ACC 
SJ.3SG.M-
kill\IPFV-
OJ.3SG.F-and 

eat.VN 3SG.M-begin\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 

 ‘Then, they found grazing donkeys, and Mezerut preceded in killing 
one donkey and started to eat (it).’ 

 

(4) bə-zzih  gize mənʃulal
a 

abro lə-məblat məʒrut’-ɨn  

 LOC-PRX time Menshulala be_togther\CNV
-3SG.M 

DAT-eat.VN Mezerut-ACC 

 jɨ-t’əjjɨk’-əw-all məʒrut’-ɨm «ɨne ahɨja-wa-n lə-məgdəl  
 SJ.3SG.M-ask\IPFV-

OJ.3SG.M-AUX.NPST 
Mezerut-FOC 1SG donkey-DEF.F-

ACC 
DAT-kill.VN 

 bɨttʃa-je-n s-ɨ-ləfa mɨn rədtə-h-ɨɲɲ-all 
 only-POSS.1SG-ACC when-1SG-

struggle\IPFV 
what help\CNV-SJ.2SG.M-OJ.1SG-

AUX.NPST 

 a-ttɨ-bəla-m» blo jɨ-kələkkɨl-əw-all 
 NEG-2SG.M-eat\IPFV-FOC say\CNV.3SG.M SJ.3SG.M-prohibit\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M-

AUX.NPST 

 ‘At that time, Menshulala asked Mezerut to eat together. But 
Mezerut prohibited it by saying, “When I alone was struggling to 
kill the donkey, what did you help me! You will not eat!”’ 

 

(5) mənʃulala-m   bət’am b-i-rɨb-əw-ɨm amaratʃ’ 
 Menshulala-FOC very if-SJ.3SG.M-be_hunry\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M-

FOC 
choice 

 sɨl-al-nəbbər-ə-w  guzo jɨ-ʤəmmɨr-all 
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 because-NEG-AUX.PST-SJ.3SG.M-
OJ.3SG.M 

journey 3SG.M-
begin\IPFV.AUX.NPST 

 ‘Even if Menshulala was very hungry, he started the journey 
because he had no choice.’ 

 

(6) bə-zzih  gize j-ahɨja-wa baləbet bə-məʒrut’ jɨ-dərsɨ-bb-ət-ɨnna 
 LOC-PRX time GEN-

donkey-
DEF.F 

owner INST-
Mezerut 

SJ.3SG.M-reach\IPFV-
MIL-OJ.3SG.M-and 

 s-i-dəbəddɨb-əw «ər
ə  

mənʃulal
a 

wəndɨm
-e 

na dɨrəs-ɨll-ɨɲɲ» 

 when-SJ.3SG.M-
beat\ IPFV-
OJ.3SG.M 

DSC Menshulala brother-
POSS.1SG 

come\IMP
.2SG.m 

reach\JUSS.SJ.2
SG.M-BEN-
OJ.1SG 

 ɨjj-al-ə s-i-t’əra-w «ɨne-n ɨnd-a-l-bəla 

 CONT-say\PFV-
3SG.M 

when-SJ.3SG.M-
call\IPFV-OJ.3SG.M 

1SG-ACC    COMP-NEG-1SG-eat\IPFV 

 sɨlə-kələkkəl-kə-

ɲɲ 

məʒrut

’ 

ɨndə-bəlla-

h 

amɨlt’» jɨ-l-əw-all 

 because-
prohibit\PFV- 
SJ.2SG.M-OJ.1SG 

Mezerut like-eat\ 
PFV2SG.M 

escape\ 
JUSS.2SG.
M 

SJ.3SG.M-say\IPFV-
OJ.3SG.M-AUX.NPST 

 ‘This time the owner of the donkey reaches at Mezerut and when he 
hit him, Mezerut called Menshulala saying, “Oh Menshulala! My 
brother come and helps me!” But Menshulala said to him, 
“Because you prohibited me to eat, escape like you have eaten!”’ 

 

(7) məʒrut’-ɨm  mamlət’ sɨl-al-tʃal-ə jə-ahɨja-wa baləbet 
 Mezerut-FOC  escape.VN because-NEG-can\PFV-

3SG.M 
GEN-donkey-DEF.F owner 

 jɨ-dərsɨ-bb-ət-
ɨnna 

dəbdɨbo gəddəl-ə-w jɨ-bbal-all 

 SJ.3SG.M-
reach\IPFV- MIL-
OJ.3SG.M-and 

beat\CNV.3SG.
M  

kill\PFV-SJ.3SG.M-
OJ.3SG.M 

3SG.M-be_said\IPFV-
AUX.NPST 
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 ‘Because Mezerut could not be escape, the owner of the donkey 
cought him and killed him by beating.’ 

 

(8) sɨlə-zzih  j-allattʃuhu-n nəgər akkaffɨl-u! 
 because-PRX REL-exist\PFV.SJ.3SG.M.OJ.2PL-ACC thing share\JUSS-2PL 

 ‘Therefore, share what you have with others!’ 
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